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Bi-centennial Flops

THE FRAUD OF AMERICAN "DEMOCRACY"
CANNOT HIDE GROWING FASCISM.!

On July 4th, the 200th anniversary of the Declaration of Independence of America from England, the U. S. monopoly capitalist ruling class
will bring to a climax its feverish bicentennial
propaganda campaign about the glories of American "democracy". But all this shouting by the
capitalists betrays a bad case of nerves. Fearful of the struggles of the masses, the monopoly capitalists are imposing fascism on the
people in {)rder to suppress them. Today American "democracy" is a fraud which cannot hide
the growing fascism which is being imposed in
every sphere of life.
In the United states there is democracy only
for the rich. For_the workers and other oppressed people there is a violent dictatorship, which
enforces man-eating e"l>loitation on them by the
capitalists. During the present economic crisis,
this dictatorship is being furth,er strengthened
and this exploitation is being rapidly stepped up.
_~._~l!Iftjp is what the capitalists
want the workers to celebrate on July 4th!
The capitalists declared their plans for a
"glorious celebration" of the bicentennial a few

.......

years ago. The sinister aim behind this campaign was to prepare .public opinion for the
growth 01' fascism in the U. S. The news media
was filled with big schemes, but all of them have
turned into one big flop. Even the capitalists
realize that the workers don't care about their
celebrations but instead they have their minds on
important matters like .the class struggle against
the capitalists. So the big schemes ha\re all been
abandoned. On July 4th there will be some flagwaving in Philadelphia, a splash in the news
media and the event ·will be forgotten. Even the
spectacle of prominent Congressmen keeping
$20, OOO-a-year prostitutes is drawing more attention than the bicentennial of the Republic,
reflecting the fact that the capitalist class is
completely degenerate, decadent and dying.
All progressive people should actively resist
this growing fascism. Today the mass movements of the workers and ~ppressed people_arc--breaking out on many fronts. The workers, the
Afro-Americans and other oppre-ssed nauonal- '
ities, the youth and students are all be~ing to
stir. Revolutionary struggle is the path to com-

bat fascism. To eliminate fascism and capitalist
e"l>loitation altogether, there must be an antifascist proletarian socialist revolution. This
revolution will end the evil rule of the monopoly
capitalists and replace it with a brigh( red socialist workers' republic of America.
THE MONOPOLY CAPITALISTS' PROGRAM
OF ALL-ROUND DEVELOPMENT
OF FASCISM
The U. S. monopoly capitalists are in trouble
and are imposing fascism to save their skins.
They are still mired deep in economic crisis.
Their rivalry with Soviet social-imperialism
is leading to a new world war between them, as
each tries to overcome his difficulties by world
domination. The peoples of Asia, Africa and
Latin America are fighting hard against e"l>loitation and control by the superpowers. At hOIlH3.
the masses of workers and oppressed people
are stepping up their struggles against capitall--~-~
e2q>loitation ·and rule. In order to wage a war,
Continued on page 20

DOWN WITH THE SUPERPOWERS' ANTI - ARAB PLOTS
TO DESTROY THE PALESTINtAN LIBERATION MOVEMENT
AND ENSLAVE THE LEBANESE PEOPLE I
In' recent weeks, an extremely grave and dangerous situation for the Palestinian revolution
and for the Arab people has developed in Lebanon. For fourteen months the bloody Lebanese
civil war has been raging, a conflict brought
about by meddling in the internal affairs of the
Arab people by the U. S. imperialists and Soviet
social-imperialists along v.ith their client state
of Israel. Now the two superpowers have instigated Syria to intervene in Lebanon in the name
of bringing an end to the civil war, but in fact to

slaughter the Palestinian people and liquidate the
Palestinian revolution, suppress the Lebanese
people and split the unity of the Arab people.
This is a treacherous anti-Arab plot by the two
superpowers and the Israeli zionists. Against the
Syrian invasion the Palestinian guerrillas and
their Lebanese comrades-in-arms have been
fighting heroically, once again proving to the
world that their just cause is invincible.
On June 16th, U. S. ambassador Meloy, one
of his aides and his driver were gunned down in

OPPOSE GOVERNMENT - ORGANIZED RACIST ATTACKS
AGAINST THE ARAB PEOPLE IN DETROIT
(The following leaflet was distributed recently
by the Detroit Branch of COUSML at auto plants
and in working-class communities in DetrOit.)
A racist campaign of harassment and violent
physical attacks has been unleashed against the
Arab community in Southwest Detroit and in South
Dearborn. Racist ' gangs supported by the police
launched a wave of violent attacks right after
May 15th, when 1,500 Arabs and their American
supporters demonstrated in downtown Dearborn
in support of the Palestinian revolution and the
Palestine Liberation Organization. Since
May 15th, when the Dearborn city government
hypocritically declared its so-called "support"

for the Palestinians, within a three-week period:
two Arab workers have been shot and killed and
another Arab shot and wounded; several Arab
homes have been burned; stores, restaurants
-and coffee houses have been shot int<?; Arab
workers have be_e n shot at, threatened and chased
by cars attempting to run them down; and a widescale campaign of racist slander by the police,
capitalist news media and by reactionary el~ments
in the white community has. been organize.s!'in order to "justify" and further inflame this racist
campaign. At every point, the Detroi~.
and DearI
born police have either turned their l:Sa.cks as the
racists attacked, or stalled in arresting them, or
Continued on page 22

Beirut. Immediately, Washington has become
full of noise about a possible U. S. military invasion in the guise of "evacuating U. S. citizens"

but in reality to carry out further aggression
and attempt to counter their Soviet rivals. U. S.
imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism are
both wildly adventurous, and the situation in Lebanon is growing ever more dangerous.
The responsibility for the tense situation,
for the blood spilt in the Lebanese civil war
Continued on page '10
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U.S. IMPERIALIST PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES PROMOTE
COLONIAL DOMINATION OF PANAMA
,regain sovereignty over the Canal Zone. U. S.
U. S. imperialism, through its chief lackey
state, was not about to "rent" a section of her
imperialism's counter-revolutionary dual tacGerald ·Ford and his colleague Ronald Reagan,
territory and refused the offer. (For this refutics have not been able to put out the firestorm
has launched a "debate" over the issue of the
sal, the then president T. Roosevelt branded the
of revolutionary struggle which rages on
Panama Canal Zone. Using the present elections
Columbians "contemptible little creatures" and
throughout Latin America, Asia and Africa
fraud as a platform, these two flunkeys are put"homicidal corruptionists". )
against the plunder and control of U. S. imperiting forward their programs for the continuation
Two months after the Columbian refusal, the
alism and Soviet social-imperialism. Ibunded
of U. S. occupation and control of the Panama
U. S. government dispatched its warships and
on all sides by the revolutionary struggles of .
Canal. Reagan initiated ~s debate with statemarines to Panama to carry out what was later
ments against the negotiations for a new treaty
the people and locked in a life-and-death rivalry
called by the imperialists "the founding of Pafor world domination with Soviet social-imperibetween the U. S. and Panama, claiming that
nama". The U. S. imperialists, backed up by .
these talks are being used to secretly "give away'
alism, U. S. imperialism is presently gripped by
their gunboats and troops (politely described as
the Panama Canal. Reagan is pushing a so-called
severe all-round crisis. Like a cornered rat,
"with the benevolent protection of the United
U. S. imperialism is growing ever more fren"hard-line" on the Panama issue as opposed to
states"), organized the government of Panama
zied in its futile efforts to hang on in Panama
the supposedly "moderate", "even-handed" policy
which declared independence from Columbia on
and elsewhere. Acting in desperation, the U. S.
of Ford and his administration who counter ReaNovember 3,1903. Within three days the U. S.
ruling circles have trotted out their pet jingo
gan's charges with claims that if there are no
" had recognized Panama, and by November 18, it
Ronald Reagan onto the stage to arroganUy abuse
negotiations, the U. S. will be driven out of Paimposed on Panama a treaty whereby the U. s.
nama altogether. Both sides are pushing outright
the Panamanian people with his rabid propaganda
would control a ten-mile-wide zone across Pain support of U. S. imperialism's subjugation of
colonial programs for the U. S. imperialist subnama, control the canal which was to be built in
jugation and control of Panama.
'
Panama.
that zone, and have innumerable exclusive priReagan's campaign theme that there should be
vileges in the rest of Panama. The terms of the
What are these public relations men for U. S.
no negotiations with Panama, only tougher milease on the Canal Zone were generally the same
imperialism trying to sell? Ford claims that the
litary control of the Canal Zone, is a continuaas those rejected by Columbia except that instead
U. S. government must pursue negotIations for a
tion of the dual tactics of U. S. imperialism.
new treaty with Panama while maintaining forof lasting 100 years, the Panama trea.ty, which
is still in effect, is to last" in perpetuity". In
How could Gerald Ford, the chief of staff of the
ever the U. S. military occupation of the Canal
armed forces presently occupying Panamanian
order to "remove all misunderstandings" about
Zone. These negotiations were initiated by the
territory, pass himself off as "responsible"
Johnson administration following the massive
the seizure of the province of Panama from the
and "fair-minded" without the help of his "iruprisings of the Panamanian people to regain
Union of Columbia, the U. S. government later
responsible" and "hot-headed" friend, Ronald
sovereignty over the Panama Canal Zone in 1964.
paid the Columbian government a $25 million
Reagan? How could Ford sell his worthless stuff
For a dozen years now, both the Democratic and
indemnity.
such as "titular sovereignty" and "the negotiaRepublican administrations have pursued these
Thus, the U. S. "aquired" the Panama Canal
tion of a fair treaty", without Reagan prettif'ying
negotiations in a vain effort to creat illusions
Zone by first forcefully severing Panama from
this trash with his cries of "Ford is trying to
about a "peaceful solution" to the Panama Canal
Columbia and then secondly forcing an unequal
give away the Canal", and "I will never negotiissue. Ford has been babbling away about how it
treaty, signed at the point of a bayonet, on the
atel"? However, Reagan is not only helping to
would be "irresponsible" for the U. S. imperialPanamanian government. In an attempt to give
perpetuate the present fraud of "negotiations".
ists to give up the tactic of creating such illuthis atrocious act of imperialist aggression and
sions and has many times pOinted out that they
Mainly, he is campaigning for the fundamental
conquest an aura of commercial legitimacy, the
program of the U. S. imperialists regarding
are absolutely necessary for maintaining U. S.
U. S. government passed out a few dollars to
colonial control of the canal. To give up the nePanama, that is, the armed occupation and contheir victim s. Today, U. S. imperialism's wild
gotiations for a new treaty and the illusion of a
trol of the Panama Canal Zone. This is the baaggression against Columbia and Panama and
sic program of all the monopoly capitalist poli"peaceful settlement", Ford admits, "would un. the seizure of the Canal Zone as its colony, Readoubtedly result in the kind of bloody warfare we
ticians. Is there any real difference between
gan "innocently" and repeatedly -reffuhad in Panama in 1964-65", it "would lead withReagan's deSire to maintain the Canal Zone as
simply a good business transaction; the U. S.
"sovereign U. S. territory" and Ford's and Carout question to guerrilla war" and "would turn
"bought" and "paid for" the Panama Canal. Zone.
all of South and Latin America against the United
ter's plan to give Panama such things as "titular
Secondly, the govermp.ent of Panama, headed
States. "
sovereignty" while "maintaining effective control
by Col. Omar Torrijos, has repeatedly made
The White House 1)as openly stated on several
of the canal"? Clearly Reagan is speaking the
the entirely just demand that Panama must exoccasions that these negotiations have nothing to
mind of the monopoly capitalists as a whole.
ercise sovereignty over the Panama Canal Zone
do with the U. S. giving up its military occupation
Let's further examine Reagan's so-called hard- . whIch is illegally occupied by the U. S. and its
of the Canal Zone or giving up anything else. They line. Firstly, in various campaign speeches,
armed forces. Showing the extreme arrogance
crudely clamour that these talks are intended to
Reagan has been frothing at the mouth and spouof the U. S. imperialist despots, Reagan re"defend American interests" in Panama and "not
ting that the Panama Canal is the "property of
sponds to this just demand: "We should tell Pato give Up anything". Ford himself has arrogantly
nama's tin-horned dictator just what he can do
the U. S.", arrogantly pronouncing, "we bought
declared that "the D. S. will never give up its dewith his demands for sovereignty over the Canal
it, we paid for it, we built it and we intend to
Zone. We bought it, we paid for it, and he can't
fense rights to the Panama Canal and will never
keep it." This is a completely absurd claim, as
"giv,e up its operational rights as far as Panama is
have it." Who is calling who a tin-horned dic- '
everyone knows that it is absolutely impossible
concerned.~' Ford is clamouring that in negotiatator? U. S. imperialism has always considered
to "buy" 'or "pay for" any part of Panama. Pati:ng a new treaty, the U. S. side "is going to inLatin America its private domain and has car~
nama is a sovereign, independent state which besist during the period of the treaty (30 to '50
ried out the most ruthless exploitation and oplongs in its entirety to the heroic Panamanian
years) that we have the right to operate, mainpression of the people there. In Nicaragua, Haipeople. No amount of dollars can "buy" or "pay
tain and defend" the Panama Canal. The characti, Chue, Guatemala and throughout 'Latin Amefor" the independence of Panama. So what is
ter of this t'peaceful solution" of the present
rica, the U. S. government has dispatched its
this reference to the Panama Canal Zone being
administration is clearly illustrated by the
marines and used its CIA to . set up puppet dic"bought and paid for" by the United States?
state Department ceding to Panama so-called
tatorships to brutally suppress their peoples at
At. the turn of the century, the U. S. emerged
the beck and call of their U. S. imperialist mas"titular sovereignty" over the canal. i. e. ,
as an imperialist power competing with the
ters. Yet the head of the Panamanian governsovereignty in name only with U. S. military
other "great powers" for territory and world
ment, which has Simply requested sovereignty
control in fact. Thus, Ford's program is to
domination. For both aggressive-military and
over Panamanian territory, has been accused of
commerclall'easons, the U. S. impe6alis!.s set
~se the ploy of talks and worthless concessions
for the sole purpose of blunting the fighting
out to l:luild and control a canal across P~nama.
being a "tin-horned dictator" by the arch-fascist
A canal linking the Atlantic and Pacific oceans
Ronald Reagan himself! No amount of such foul
will of the Panamanian people and maintaining
was important for the development of a powerful
forever the armed U. S. occupation and control
abuse can change the fact that the Panamanian
two-ocean navy capable of dominating the-high
of the Panama Canal Zone. These dual tactics
people are fighting for a just and patriotic cause.
seas and carrying out aggression around the
of "talks" and military occupation were also
It can only deepen the people's hatred for U. S.
world. Also, control of such a canal would proemployed by the Johnson and Nixon ac:hn!nistraimperialism, one of the two most tyrannical
vide a base for dominating all of Panama as
tions in Panama. This is also the avowed prodespots of them all.
well as a staging ground for U. S. aggression
gram of the leading Democratic presidential
The third point on Reagan's "hard-line" on
throughout the Caribbean and Central and South
contender, Carter, who wants to change some of
Panama, is his claim that the Panama Canal.
America. In 1903, Panama was one of the prothe most insulting words in the present treaty
Zone "is sovereign U. S. territory every bit the
vinces of the Union of Columbia. The U. S. govwhile "maintaining effective control" of the
same as Alaska and all the states that were
ernment went to the Columbian government and
Panama Canal;
carved from the Louisiana Purchase". Indeed,
offered to lease a zone (roughly the same area
l\;lr. Reagan! This is a naked exposure of your
However, neither the troops and guns of the
as the Canal Zone today) for' a 100-year period
imperialist thinking. Since this is the bicentenU. S. imperialists, nor their political deception
nial, perhaps we should remind you of some
of "talks" and "negotiations", have been able to
at a cost of $10 million and a $250,000 annual
Continued on neAt page
rent. Of course, Columbia, like any sovereign
suppress the Panamanian people's struggle to
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GLORIOUS UPRISING OF THE AZANIAN PEOPLE

Beginning June 16, tbe people of Azania have
stood up in a powerful uprising against the
racist and fascist apartheid regime of South Africa. The African masses have been fighting
gloriously, defying death, meeting reactionary
violence with revolutionary violence, and persevering in their struggle. This powerful uprising has thrown the South African authorities
and their backers, the U. S. imperialists and
others,into a panic. Gripped with mortal fear,
the South African authorities have resorted to
wholesale slaughter of the African masses,
firing their automatic weapons directly into unarmed demonstrations killing over 140 Africans.
The fascist atrocities of the South African government have brought universal condemnation
from the people of the world. But this reactionary violence has not in.timidated the Azanian
people; who have answered it tit-for-tat and
have fought on heroically. The heroism and
fighting will of the Azanian people is a great inspiration for the struggling masses everywhere.
According to press reports, the uprising began June 16 with a protest by the Azaniari people
against the mandatory use of the Afrikaans
language in their schools. Afrikaans is the despised language of the Boers, who are part of the
ruling white minority. The use of Afrikaans
in the schools means that the African children,
who already speak their African language, must
also learn the two languages of the colonialists,
English and the hated Afrikaans, in order to go
to school. Against this vicious policy, 10,000
high school students in Soweto, an African
working-class township outside of Johannesburg, staged a militant protest. The police
attacked the demonstration wit3 dogs and
tear gas and then ruthlessly opened fire
with automatic weapons on the students,
k:i.l.li.ng and wounding a large number. But the
African youth were not to b(;} cowed
and iIlay . . , Wt9Pliifjed ~ Btruiil~, fi~
back with knives, clubs, axes and rocks, bravely defying the bullets of the racist police. As
they fought, according to press reports, the
Black youth raised their clenched fists and
shouted, "Power! Power!" When the racist authorities sent police dogs to attack the masses,
the masses hacked them to death.
Quickly the uprising spread to several other
industrial and mining townships around Johannesburg. The African masses stormed the police stations and government administration
builJings aiming their powerful blows at the
state institutions of the racist authorities, destroying many of them. Despite Prime Minister
Vorster's orders to suppress the Black people
at all costs, everything the police have attacked
them with has only further aroused the heroic
African people to fight. After four days of
Continued from previous page
American history. Puerto Rico, Hawaii, Guam,
the southwest of the United States, the oppressed
Black nation and others must also be added to
your list. The present "sovereign territory" of
the U. S. state was seized in aggressive wars,
through unequal treaties and treaties between
the U. S. and other colonial powers. The U. S.
waged a series of genocidal wars against the native Indian inhabitants of America. The U. S.
seized Alaska by "buying" it from the Russian
Tsar in complete disregard for the local population, the Aleuts and Eskimos. The entire
Southwest of the U. S. 4lcluding California and
Texas ,vas robbed from Mexico in a series of
aggressive acts culminating in the aggressive
Mexican-American war. Puerto Rico, Guam and
numerous other islands have been seized a·s direct colonies of U. S. imperialism. The American workers and other oppressed people who suffer under the savage dictatorship of the U. S.
monopoly capitalist class and their state machine
are completely. opposed to the forcible seizure

10,000 Azanian people in Soweto rise up
pitched battles, the uprising continues to rage
in the industrial areas around Johannesburg and
has spread throughout the country.
Fighting has hroken out in numerous African
townships as well as in Durban and Ngoye,
where the African masses stormed the universities, razing the headquarters of one university
to the ground~ In downtown Johannesburg i~self,
Black and white youth demonstrated arm-inarm in solidarity with the uprising and were
ferociously attac~ed by~ racist gangs and police.
Tho
'1l1li~t.\P baye closed all the universities and ba.n.ned all public gathertngs
across the country. The breadth and strength
of the present uprising is writing a glorious
page in the history of the Azanian people's
struggle against colonialism, racism and imperialism.
The Azanian people will surely be victorious
in the struggle to topple the racist and fascist
rule of the white minority. The South African regime, South African colonial rule in Namibia and
the racist regime of Rhodesia are the last strongholds of white racist nile in Africa and they
will not last long. Throughout Africa revolutionary struggles are raging, and all of Africa
is standing up. The present uprising of the
Azanian people is further proof of this. It is a
glorious event!
The racist regimes of Southern Africa are

f,-_

in fury against the South African regime.
U. S. imperialism's main foothold in Africa and
it is desperately trying to prop them up. On
June 23, Secretary of State Kissinger is going
to meet South African Prime Minister Vorster
in West Germany to discuss what can be done
to save racist South African rule from extinction. But nothing they can cook up can rob the
Azanian people of victory.
The American people, who suffer under the
reactionary rule of U. S. imperialism, firmly
support the.Azanian people valiantly fighting
the racist apartheid regime of South Africa.
The Black people in the U. S. are of African
descent and suffer racial discrimination and
violent repression similar to that of the Azanian people. The present uprising of the Azanian
people is a great inspiration to the Black people's struggle here in the U. S., as well as
for the struggle of the entire working class and
people against the monopoly capitalists. The
American working class and oppressed people
hail the glorious uprising of the Azanian people.
DEA TH TO THE RACIST REGIME
OF SOUTH AFRICA!
LONG LIVE THE GLORIOUS UPRISING OF
THE AZANIAN PEOPLE !
DEA TH TO U. S. IMPERIALISM, COMMON
ENEMY O~ THE AZANIAN AND
End.
AMERICAN PEOPLE!

and subjugation of nations and territories by the
signs against the people. History has proved this
U. S. state. The American working class is in
over and over again. For seventy-three years
firm solidarity with the national liberation strug- - the U. S. imperialists have militarily occupied
gle of the Puerto Rican people who are fighting
the Panama Canal Zone, making use of an unefor their independence, they are on the side of
qual treaty forced on Panama. This same treaty
the Panamanian people struggling to regain sogrants the U. S. the "authority" for the "maintevereignty over the Panama Canal Zone, and they
nance of public order'~ throughout Panama. Exsupport the struggles of all oppressed nationaliercising this illegal "authority", the U. S. imties inside the U. S. The working class does not
perialists have dispatched their troops innumeregard the 'present enlarged borders of U. S.
rable times to slaughter the Panamanian people,
"sovereignty" as sacred. When the revolutionary
acting as the colonial overlord of the entire
proletariat seizes state power it will end national
country. There are today over 10,000 U. S. ocoppression, allow the self-determination of nacupation troops on Panamanian soil, one U. S.
tions and establish relations between nations and
soldier for every 150 Panamanian citizens.
peoples based on equality and proletarian interWithin tha' Canal Zone is the headquarters of the
nationalism and not on imperialist subjugation.
U. S. "Southern Command", the central base
For Reagan to bring up this question of Alaska
for launching military aggressions throughout
and so on, has only further exposed the fact that
Latin America and a training ground for
he is pushing colonialism pure and simple.
"counter-insurgencyll warfare against the peoThe present "debate" over the Panama Canal
ples of Latin 'America as well as Asia and
issue is further evidence that U. S. ilnperialism
Africa. Furthermore, with the two super- will never voluntarily abandon its colonial privipowers preparing for world war, U. S. imleges in Panama and Latin America, :U1d it will
perialism is trying to hang on to its strategic
stop at nothing in carrying out its aggressive deContinued on page 7
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HUMPREY-HAWKINS BILL: An Attack

on the Working Class by the ··Friends of Labor"
On March 12,1976, Senator Hubert Humphrey
tional economic planning" apparatus. The purpose of this apparatus is to more efficiently suband Representative Augustus Hawkins (D) Calisidize the monopoly capitalists as well as to
fOrnia, introduced into Congress a revised versuppress the workers' economic struggles and
sion of their "full employment" bill entitled the
develop policies for further suppressing them.
Full Employment and Balanced Growth Act of
Accorctrng to the bill, the President would have
1976. Examination of this bill and how it came
a
staff
to make detailed plans for the entire ecuabout will show how our "liberal" Democrats
nomy
establishing
numerical goals for employand labor misleaders undermine the workers'
ment,
production
and
purchasing power and to
struggle against unemployment and how these
develop long-range policies and programs to
"friends of the workers" help the capitalist's
shift the burden of the economic crisis onto the
reach these goals. What in practice this means
backs of the workers and develop fasciSIl).
is that the monopoly capi tali sts will be able to
The sponsors of this bill tell the workers that
utilize the state more efficiently to subsidize
if only they will elect a Democratic President
their investments and underwrite their markets.
and enough Democratic "friends of labor" to
This has been admitted in so many words by the
Congress, the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill will be
proponents of the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill. In an
passed and eureka, unemployment will disaparticle in Business We~ Hubert Humphrey
pearl In fact, the only reason unemployment
says: "the question is how we make the governexists (according to these "friends of labor")
ment a good working partner, not a dictator, of
is that certain politicians don't understand that
the private economy". And further, that he is
it hurts the capitalists as well as the workers
"very concerned about capital formation" and
and that with a little planning and spending this
that "capital requirements to boost employment
in the future are going to be much heavier than
monopoly capitalist government will eliminate
they were in the past and they will not be met
it. (Well, according to the latest revision of
simply by getting the economy on its feet again."
the bill" at least reduce it to 3% -- see how
What Mr. Humphrey is saying here is that the
these tricksters have already watered down
state machine must more effiCiently serve the
their promises 1)
needs of the monopoly capitalists. It must directThis is sheer political deception. Unemployly subsidize the capitalists' investments, through
ment is absolutely necessary for capitalist exploitation. Unemployment causes the competitax monies extorted from the workers, in a much
bigger
way than before.
tion among the workers for jobs and enables the
Further, "national economic planning" means
monopoly capitalists to exploit the workers (if
that the top union bureaucrats would sit on joint
there were a shortage of workers instead of
bodies with representatives of the capitalist govjobs, the workers could get their own price
ernment and the capitalists themselves to "plan"
from the capitalists for their labor-power). High
the economy. This means even tighter control by
unemployment, as in the present economic crithe bourgeois state over the union apparatus in
sis, intensifies this competition and helps the
order to enforce speed-up, wage-cuts and other
capitalists increase the exploitation of the worforms of increased uploitatklD-oato . . _ _N.
kers, who face a greater threat of firing.
This is a fascist set-up, a step in the direction
It is ridiculous to think the monopoly capitalof Mussolini's corporate state. In fact, "national
ist government would destroy this tool for exploiting the workers or even reduce it. In fact,
economic planning" was first proposed before
Humphrey, Hawkins and other proponents of
WWI by George Perkins of the Morgan finance
this bill have no such thing in mind. What they
capitalists and was promoted in the 1930' s by
are proposing is that instead of receiving unemJoseph Kennedy and General ElectriC. big supployment compensation the unemployed workers
porters of Hitler.
should be offered public service jobs at wages
Finally, the bill calls for the President to develop policies to "prevent" a new round of inflaat least the minimum wage but low enough to
"encourage" the workers to look elsewhere for
tion. What this means is permanent wage-price
employment, i. e. at the minimum wage, pure
controls. Outright wage-price "guidelines"
starvation level.
have been dropped from the bill to fool the
An example of how this encouragement "beneworkers. But the words of Robert Lekachman,
fits" the workers can be seen from the use of
one of the leading economists promoting this
funds from the CETA program of 1973 in Dearlegislation, show what the "liberals" are planborn, Michigan. (CETA, the Comprehensive
ning. He said that one of the prerequisites for
Employment Training Act, is the predecessor
price stability in a "full employment economy"
of the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill.) There, unionis "an incomes policy (including mandatory
ized garbage workers are being replaced by
controls) focused upon large corporations, pronon-unionized workers hired with CETA funds.
fessional societies and unions as powerful and
The workers on the CETA program are paid
permanent as the organizations which necessiabout half the wages of the regular workers.
tate this public check". Thus not only are our
Democratic "friends of the workers" planning
This is what Humphrey means when he says
"work and productivity are better than welfare
- attacks on the conditions of the unemployed
and waste", or what Congressman Hawkins means workers, more subsidies for the monopoly capitalists and fascist state control of the unions,
when he says, "the impact of this proposed legisbut they are also preparing to attack the basic
lation would also drastically change the present
welfare, manpower training, unemployment
right of the workers to strike for higher wages.
compensation, and other social benefit proSince the end of World War II until recently
grams. "
the U. S. monopoly capitalists have been able to
The bill itself calls for integration of "existing
maintain a relatively stable economy. Until the
income maintenance and welfare programs with
present one, the economic crises have not been
the Full Employment Act" wherever possible
very severe. The main factors in maintaining
substituting work for welfare. That is, it means
the stability of this economy have been the exconverting weJ.fare and unemployment compenploitation and plunder of the countries and peosation into funnels which force the workers into
ples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, as
near-slave labor conditions.
well as the domination of the weaker capitalist
The Humphrey-Hawkins Bill of 1976 is a comcountries. The other major factor has been
bination of the original Hawkins Bill introduced
the use of the state, mainly the federal governin 1974 and the National Economic Planning Bill
ment, to subsidize the capitalists with tax "inintroduced by Humphrey and Javits in 1975. The
centives" (credits), with high government exHumphrey-Hawkins Bill not only attacks the unpenditures in such profitable fields as military
employed workers but also establishes a "naproduction and highway construction, and with

social welfare payments to maintain the market
for conswner goods. All this has involved huge
deficit spending which hands lucrative , safe
government debt to the big banks. However, by
. the beginning of the 1970's this stability was
seriously undermined. The U. S. imperialists
had suffered numerous defeats at the hands
of the world's people and were
forced to
contend more sharply with the other superpower, Soviet social-imperialism, for world hegemony. In 1973-4 a severe economic crisis
broke out. The old policies of the state to underwrite and subsidize the monopoly capitalists were no longer sufficient. The monopoly
capitalists began to realize the need for more
efficient ways to shift the burden of the economic crisis onto the backs of the workers and
people and to use the state to subsidize their
markets and especially their investments. As
well, the monopoly capitalists were seeking
new ways to deceive the workers, who were
struggling against the capitalists' exploitation.
The Humphrey-Hawkins Bill is the "liberal"
Democrats' proposal to solve these problems
for the monopoly capitalist class.
The work of preparing public opinion for the
Humphrey-Hawkins Bill and the proposals involved in it has been carried out by two committees consisting of monopoly capitalists,
"liberal" Democratic politicians, trade union
bureaucrats and social-democratic economists.
The first is the "National Committee for Full
Employment Without Inflation" formed in the
summer of 1974, only a few months before the
full force of economic crisis set in. This committee is headed by Mrs. Martin Luther King,
Jr. and Murray Findlay, president of Amalgamated Clothing Workers. Its members include
~~g~rsKemM~~
, ~~~~--~G

Mondale, Leonard Woodcock, president of UAW,
Mayor Thomas Bradley of Los Angeles, Gloria
Steinhem and others. The second committee is
the "Initiative Committee for National Economic
Planning", formed in October 1974, one month
before the collapse of the auto industry. Its members include Woodcock, Humphrey, economists
Lekachman, Wassily Leontieff and J. K. Galbraith. Other supporters of "national economic
planning" include such monopoly capitalists as
Henry Ford n, H. R. Roosa of Brown Brothers
Harriman, Robert MacNamara (Secretary of Defense in the Viet Nam war), M. Blumenthal of
Bendix and J. Erwin Miller of Cummins Engine;
former Kennedy advisor Arthur Schlesinger; and
union bosses Jerry Wurf of American Federation
of State, County and Municipal Employees and
Arnold Miller of the United Mine Workers.
Since the formation of these committees Woodcock, Wurf and other union bosses involyed in
them, as well as Humphrey, Hawkins and other
"liberal" Democrats, plus all the social-democratic economists,. have been carrying out a
campaign to promote "full-employmentH legislation and "national economic planning" as the
solution to the evil of unemployment. Crying
crocodile tears for the unemployed workers,
Woodcock and others have been touring the country and using their union newspapers to promote
these programs among the workers. By March
1976, the entire AFL-CIO leadership endorsed
the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill, now its principles
are written into the Democratic Party platform,
and it has received the blessing of Jimmy Carter.
It is also supported by the Congressional Black
Caucus.
What this shows is that in the midst of the
monopoly capitalists' economic crisis the "liberal" Democrats, trade union bureaucrats, social-democratic economists and various big monopoly capitalists collaborate to work out plans
to solve the problems of the capitalists, tighten
Continued on page 6
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RUBBER WORKERS PERSIST IN NATIONAl-STRIKE
At present, 68,000 rubber workers at 47
plants across the country are striking against
the Big Four rubber companies, Firestone,
Goodyear, B. F. Goodrich and Uniroyal. Since
it began April 21, the members of the United
Rubber Workers have carried on the strike for
two months and are militantly determined to
continue until victory.
The rubber workers are mainly fighting
against the massive wage-cuts they have suffered at the hands of the capitalists in past
years. Due to rapid inflation and the 1973 contract, when the URW leadership yielded to the
pressure of the capitalists' federal wage controls, since 1965 the rubber workers have seen
their real wages decline by at least U. 5%.
Looking at the situation since 1973 shows just
what the effects of inflation and federal wage
controls are on the rubber workers' conditions.
For example, in 1973 the average rubber worker's hourly wage for straight-time work was
$4. 80 an hour. Today, three years later, the
average wage is only $5. 60, while inflation has
brought about an increase in prices of 29% at
the minimum (figured on the basis of the government's Conswner Price Index, which minimizes inflation by including luxury items
which workers don't buy and which don't rise
in price as rapidly as the workers' necessities
of life and thereby bring the index down). This .
means that a wage of at least $6.19 would be
required by now, only to keep from 10 sing further ground relative to 1973. Estimating minimum inflation for the next three years at 6%
per year, 'the workers need a raise of at least
$1.70 an hour only to regain their situation of
1973. And since in 1973 they had already been
losing in real wages for eight years, even this
would not be enough.
In light of this background of wage-cuts and
the inevitability ~f future inflation, the comperia.' bteat. . . .r of $l.Ui..9ver ~J~8
would leave the workers even further behind
their 1973 position than they were before. (This
year they were 59~ behind 1973; by 1976, if
they accepted the companies' offer, they would
be at least 65~ behind 1973. ) And the companies'
offer of a cost-of-living escalator only in the
third year and only if inflation exceeds 7% in
that year (in other words, no COLA at all) would
obviously not change things. Thus the present
offer of .the companies amounts to an "offer" of
a new wage-cut, and not a raise at all. In addition, to add insult to injury, the capitalists
have "offered" the workers a seven-day, continuous-operation work weekI This is why the

For Your Reference:

. panies still operating, recently walked out on a
wildcat in solidarity With the striking workers,
displaying their unity with the striking workers
until the union bosses forced them back to work.
The rubber workers' struggle has won the
support of workers in other industries in the U. S.
as well as workers of other countries. In the
U. S. other sections of the workers look to the
rubber workers' strike as the present focus of
their resistance movement against the shifting
of the burden of the eCQnomic crisis onto their
backs. Representatives of rubber workers in
16 countrie~ met in Geneva April 27 to support
the U. S. rubber workers. Rubber workers in
subsidiary plants of the Big Four in Britain,
France, West Germany, Switzerland, Sweden,
Austria, Japan and Canada have agreed not to
work overtime during the strike, blocking attempts of the rubber capit:a1ists to shift production overseas. The workers of these countries
have also taken measures so that special shipments of tires don't go out to the regular customers of the U. S. plants.
The strike is exerting heavy pressure on the
Big Four rubber companies to avoid big losses
and to supply the market for replacement tires
as well as tires for new car production. At the
same time, capitalists of other sections of industry are worried that a wage increase in rubber which improves the workers' position even
slightly will inspire the auto workers and workers in other industries whose contracts come
up this year to "!?truggle harder. Thus the capitalists are nervously wathcing this strike and
are using their state machine to suppress it,
attacking the workers with injunctions limiting
picketing in order to permit work to go on in
struck plants with white-collar persol'Ulel, and
even arresting militant pickets. But the workers
are not intimidated and are determined to continue their struggle no matter what. Workers in .
other operating plants besides the Mansfield plant
have declared .their support for the striking
workers. The spirits of the striking workers are
high. On June 18, in Akron, 1000 Striking workers held a demonstration and rally in support of
the strike.
The persistent strike struggle of the rubber
workers is a big blow against the monopoly capitalists' program of shifting the burden of the
economic crisis onto the workers through increased exploitation and a big encouragement
to the other sections of the ~orking class as
they too fight against Capital. The rubber
workers' strike deserves the support of all
workers.
End.

NEW YORK CITY .FINANCIAL CRISIS

For over a year, New York City, the headquarters of the U. S. financial oligarchy, has
been in the grips of a severe financial crisis.
Since June of last year the city has been on the
verge of bankruptcy. This crisis is a sharp
manifestation of the overall deep crisis and decay of U. S. imperialism. The U. S. is in its
worst (its sixth) economic crisis since World
War II, a crisis which has become very deep and
widespread. Since the fall ofl973 the crisis has
spread to many areas of the U. S. monopoly capitalist economy, which has been racked with severe inflation of the dollar, the energy crisis in
the winter of 73-74, a severe over-prodlJ,ction
crisis in industry, the failure of several banks
and companies and, most recently, the crisis
in the finances of the public sector, particularly
the governments at the state and local levels.
The public sector has histOrically been expanded
by the monopoly capitalists as a bulwark against
total economic collapse. The fact that this sector, then, is in crisis plainly exposes that the
U. S. mo;nopoly capitalist system is thoroughly
crisis-ridden and i~ rapid decay. The program
of the finance capitalists in attempting to alleviate the
9risis in New York City has

financiru

workers have not accepted the companies' offer
and are militantly .continuing to strike.
The workers are demanding that wages of the
rubber workers be raised to equivalent of auto
wor~ers (rubber workers are now $1. 35 an hour
behind auto workers, while in 1965 they made
22~ an hour more). Even this is a most modest
demand, considering that auto workers also cannot make ends meet and are facing rapid impoverishment as the capitalists shift the burden of
the economic crisis onto the workers through
inflation, etc.
To bring pressure on the wages of the organized rubber workers of Akron ~d other parts
of the north, and to get higher profits from unorganized, cheaper labor and from use of newer facilities, in recent years the rubber capitalists have been moving their U. S. plants out of
these old rubber centers to the south and west
as well as expanding operations to Canada, Europe and countries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. The movement of rubber production
away from Akron has reached immense proportions in the last six years and has caused tremendous job insecurity and unemployment among
the rubber workers. At their new plants in the
south and west, the rubber monopolists do "e veryeverything in their power to prevent the workers
from unionizing, and where the workers do get
organized, the capitalists try to prevent the local unions from being covered by the national
contract, thus enabling them to pay lower wages
in those places. As a result of this policy,
coupled with the fact that the union bosses have
not called out on strike the workers for the
sma.!ler rubber companies, the current strike
affects only 50-60% of u. S. tire production. The
rubber companies threaten to move out rubber
operatibns from northem locations if the workers do not accept lower wages and increased
work loads. This is how the rubber capitalists
Ilse ~ t1tJ.;..• .21~~lliQyment as a club ag~st
the workers to increase their exploitation.
Outraged by their ~orsening conditions, this
year the militant workers put an end to the policy
of the union bosses of striking only one of the
rubber companies at a time, which allowed the
others to continue to operate while helping the
struck company financially. This time all four
were struck. The workers at the B. F. Goodrich
plant in Akron, who struck alone in 1973, were
so veheme!it in the demand that the URW leadership call a united strike that they refused.to walk
out until they were sure that all four of the big
rubber companies were being struck. Workers
at the Mansfield tire company, one of the com-

been to perpetrate fascist attacks agaJllst the
city workers and to shift the burden oftheir crisis onto the city workers, the oppressed nationalities, the students and the working people as
a whole.
NEW YORK CITY GOVERNMENT LAUNCHES
ONSLAUGHT AGAINST CITY WORKERS AND
BROAD MASSES
Since the onset of the crisis the capitalist government has launched many attacks on the;: livelihood of the New York city workers and broad
masses in its effort to make the working people
bear the brunt of the crisis. The city government has carried out fascist atfacks on the city
workers' trade unions by unilaterally breaJdng
the union contracts, declaring the city workers'
wages frozen at the pre-June 1975 level and annulling scheduled wage increases. Furthermore,
a 2.3% cut in take-home pay has heen imposed by
the city government decreasing its payments into the city wprkers' pension funds, while the
workers' payments into them were increaseq.
Some 46,000 city workers' jobs have been eliminated out of an:<?ri~ 300,000, boththrough

attrition and direct layoffs, throwing tens of
thousands of workers into the ranks of the unemployed. As well, the city has seized the city
workers' pension funds andis using the workers'
money to back the city's debts and to buy city
bonds. All interest earned by these funds above
4% is being siphoned off 3;s additional revenues
for the city government. This last measure
amounts to robbing over $100 mP.lion a year out
of pension funds which are already in danger of
running out in ten years.
\.
The remaining employed city workers have
had their labor enormously speeded up. For instance, since June 1975 the number of teachers " has been decreased by 20% .:- only 44,000 out
of 55,000 remain. As a consequence, class
size has increased to between 45 and 60 students per class, and the teachers have a much
heavier work-load. The sanitation workers
have been put on smaller work crews and have
~gher collection quotas per crew. In the city
hospitals the n'\lrsing staff has been reduced
doWn to one nurse per ward. In the Parks pepartm,e nt, 3,713 workers now do the work formerly -done by 6,107.
.
,
(;ontinued on page 6
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of New York City. Municipal bonds are ~x-free,
so actually are much mQre profitable than they
appear. The :finarice capitalists have found them
so profitable, that they nQw'hold, on a natiQnal
There have been many cut-backs in areas of
scale, Qver $500 billion, of ,t ax-free municipal
the city budg~t which are not so ,vital to the cabonds. (According to FQrtune magazine, Dec.
pitalists at this time. This is causing great
1975, fQr .a big finance capitalist a tax-free muhardship to the w~rking masses. The cut-backs
nicipal bond yielding 7.4% interest can be as .
in the Education budget -- lay-offs of 11, 000
profitable as a taxable bond yielding 25% inteachers as well as the closing of several
:terest! ; 4) the mQnopolycapitalists are Supplied
schools -- have severely affected elementary
, with many serVices such at:? roads, shipping
and high school education. The budget has been
pO,rts, 'etc • . This massive government spending
cut in the city university system (CUNY) -- a
was to' act as a stabilizing cushiQn t6 save the
system including 20 colleges with a 75-76 encapitalists from total eCQnomic cQllapseduring
rollment of some 270,000 students - and the
times
of economic, crisis. Their cushion, hQWburden of the crisis placed squarely on the stuever,
has
turned;i~to :in area Qf crisis itself.
dents and their families. The budget cut and reAt
the
same
time ,as the city gQvernment was
organization of the university system has meant
greatly
increasing
its spending, its tax base was
an end to the open enrollment policy (where
eroding.
That
is,
the
total value which the city
any high school graduate could enter the city
government
taxes
(income,
property, sales, etc.)
university system), and the institution of an anwas
decreasing
inI-elatiQn
to'
expenditures. The
nual tuitioo. fee of an estimated $750 to $900 per
ever-growing
impoverishment
of the masses, an
. year while until now there has been no tuition fee.
inherent
featureQf
capitalism,
but stepped up in
It is estimated that enrollment in September
the
la,st
twO'
years
due,
to'
the
burden
Qf the present
1976 will be reduced by at least 10,000 students
economic
c,
r
isis,
has
made
it
difficult
for the
from that of a year ago as a result of the budcity
governmentto
extort
ever-increasing
triget cut. The health care budget has been cut.
bute
from
'them.
The
parasitism
and
decay
of
One hospital and whole wings of others have
U.
S.
iniperialism
has
been
develQped
to
an
exalready been closed and p'!ans have been made
treme
degree
in
New
York
City,
which
is
the
to close at l~ast four more hospitals. Ambuheadquarters .of U. S. finance capital. The ecolance service has been cut. Out-J>atient
nomIc base of the city is <?haracterized by a preschedules are running 4 months behind.. Welfare
ponderence
of ,service and finance. Over the last
and Medicaid coverage are being cut back and
thirty
years,
the number ~f manufacturing jQbs
plans hive been proposed to remove a substaniIi
the
city
has
,decreased by Qver 500,000, a
tial number of people from the welfare rolls.
drop
of
nearly
50% Qf the total. What industry
Along with the lay-offs, wage freeze and cutt~ere is in the city is in light manufacturing,
backs in various services, there has been a ,
principally garment and related sectQrs, and
$550 million increase in city taxes since June ' ,
takes place in small shops which are especially
1975.
'
,
susceptible to collapse in times Qf economic
clisis.
One eighth of the populatiQn has been
THE MASSES RESIST THE SHIFTING OF THE
forced
ontO'
welfare and there is a high rate Qf
CRISIS BURDEN
unemployment (offiCially 12.2% in Jan. '76).
The city workers and masses have many times , Also there has been a decline in PQPulatiQn. In
Qr.de'l" to pay for its increasing expenditures
responded to these attacks on their living con.
the
dity has put ~ ~~ . . . hetwte'1"iU~
ditions with stiff resistance. The 10,000 sani.,.
den
on the masses (who are the most heavily
~tion workers, almost 3~ 000 of whom were
taxed
in the entire PQuntry) and has accumuamong the 19,000 city workers laid-off last
lated
a
massive indebtedness to' the big banks July 1, waged a militant strike struggle in re':'
a
debt
which nQW tQtals some $13 billiQn.
sponse to these lay-offs and heavier work-loads.
FrQm Jtme of 1975 to the present, the New
As well, many other city workers staged work
YQrk City financial crisis has been extremely
slow-downs or called in sick to combat the layacute and there is still the possibility Qf bankoffs. The city nurses have also struck the city.
In September, the 55,000 city teachers waged a
ruptcy. The city has been selling bonds to'
strike struggle in response to drastic elimiCQver debt-service Qn Qther bQnds fQr several
nation of teachers' jobs and attacks on working
years. New York City has SQld large quantities
Qf shQrt-term notes (as QPposed to lQng-term
conditions such as increased class size, reduced sick leave, longer work week and so forth.
bQnds). As a cQnsequence, it has experienced
Repeated demonstrations have taken place by
repeated crises when it has fQund that needed
students, faculty and workers opposing the uncash is not in hand to' meet the maturing Qf
dermining of the City University system as -well
billiQnsQf dollars Qf shQrt-term nQtes. As
early as the latter part of 1974 the city was
as cut-backs in Qther areas.
selling bQnds at 9 1/2 % interest due to' the high
. risk of the investment. Finally, in March 1975, _
BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CAUSE AND
the big banks refused any further credit to' the
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CRISIS
city, preventing it frQm meeting its payments;
The New YQrk City .fiscal crisis brQke Qut
when the revenues extQrted frQm the impoveWHAT IS THE "SOLUTION" OF THE
rished masses could nO' longer pay the finance
FINANCE CAPITALISTS?
capitalists their ever-increasing amounts Qf
On June 10 Qf last year, the night befQre the
tribute, particularly the debt-service payments
city
was to' default, the Municipal Assistance
to' the big banks. The New YQrk City government
CQrpQration
was set up by the State Legislature.
greatly increased its spending throughout the
In September, anQther extra-gQvernmental bQdy,
1960' s -- mQre than doubling the tQtal budget
the Emergency Finance CQntrQI BQard was esfrom 1965 to' 1970 alone. The purpose of this was
tablished. These twO' bQdies, which are made up
to' develop gQvernment spending as an area from
directly Qf the big New YQrk bankers, were set
which the mQnopoly capitalists could extract
up to' "sQlve" the city's fiscal crisis. Under
maximum prQfits. This is done in several ways;
cQnditio.ns of crisis the financial Qligarchy, in
1) large sums Qf tax mQney are handed out in
Qrder to' implement its program, threw Qut the
gQvernment cQntracts to' various cQnstructiQn
existing gQvernment apparatus and superceded
contractors, real estate speculatQrs, etc.;
it with the establishment Qf these extra-Qrdi2) welfare payments and health expenditures
nary bQdies. This shQWS the illuSQry nature Qf
serve to bQlster the CQnsumer markets fQr the
the bQurgeQis "demQcratic" apparatus, which
mQnopoly capitalists who produce the basic n~
is
kicked aside by finance capital at will. A
cessities of life, since the masses whO' receive
look
at the prQgrams Qf these twO' bodies Il).akes
these payments must immediately spend them
clear
what the" sQlutiQn" Qf the finance capifor these commodities; 3) the parasitic bankers
talists
is.
harvest milliQns of working peQple' s tax dollars
The
main
PQints of the Municipal Assistance
per year in interest alQne Qn ,the municipal bQnds

CQrporatiQn plan were: 1) the conversion QLa
sizeable portiQn of shQrt-term debt, payments
which the city CQuldn't meet, into IQng-term
debt at higher interest rates. This WQuld temPQrarily relieve the immediate crisis, ensuring that the finance capitalists WQuld reap
tl).eir profits and in fact WQuld deliver even
higher prQfits 'to' them, while at the same time
requiring higher taxes -on the working PQpulation in t9-e future (thus paving the way for deeper
crises); 2) authQrity to' issue $3 billiQn Qf bQnds
on behalf of the city; 3) the seizure Qf 9% Qf the
city's revenues to' gUarantee MAC bonds; 4)
MAC vetO' power Qver the issuance of future
. shQrt-term nQtes by the city.
The Emergency Finance ContrQI BQard plan
provided for: 1) all budgetary powers rEmoved
from the city administratiQn and veste<f with the
EFCB, cQmposed Qf the Governor, the MayQr,
and four finance capitalists; 2) the budget was
to be balanced in three years through massive
cut-backs; 3) the PQrtiQn of city revelllles seized
by MAC, previQusly 9%, was raised to' 14%;
4) MAC's charter was amended to' allQW $2 billion more in bond offerings; and 5) a default
cQntingency plan providing for full payment to'
the city's creditors.
,
What is the essence of these programs and
what are their consequences? Their program is
to' further increase the city's Qver-all indebtedness. This can only cause hardship, and grief fQr
the masses of people who must pay the milliQns
Qf dollars Qf purely parasitic interest"( as high
as 11%) Qn the bonds to the financial oligarchs
thrQugh heavier and heaner taxes. To "balance
the budget through massive cut-backs" means to'
throw 46, 000 city workers Qut of work, place
heavier wQrk IQads on the remaining WQrkers
and cut their wages. It also means to' impose
great hardship Qn the masses by cutting various
areas Qf the budget. FurthermQre, the program
guarantees full payment to the city's creditors
in case of default by hoarding millions of tax
dollars to' insure their investments, thus in- '
suri.tlg that fiwan6e C8Pital'-w'PiltIMis g~ 'lltI!lJ!tlu'llll
by the crisis that they themselves and their SQcial system brought abQut.
The cau,s e Qf the financial crisis in New YQrk
City is nQt "mismanagement", as the capitalists
claim, but it is an inevitable QutCQme of the
Qver-all crisis of the monopQly capitalist system. NO' amQunt Qf extra-governmental bodies
v.1th their criminal prQgrams against the city
wQrkers and the wQrking masses can avert such
crises. The present financial crisis in New YQrk
City is an important part Qf the general crisis
which is gripping the entire imperialist WQrld.
,
End.
HUMPHREY-HAWKINS
CQntinued from page 4
the fascist state cQntrQI of the unions, shift the
burden of the crisis QntQ the wQrkers and divert
the struggle against unemployment that they knQW
the wQrkers are bQund to' wage. MQst despicable
in all this is the role Qf the uniQn misleaders
whO' cQnsciQusly betray the interests Qf the WQrkers and work Qut plans to' deceive them -- all
fQr a few government jQbs. In fact, the Qnly jQbs
really guaranteed by the Full EmplQyment Bill
are jQbs Qn cQmmittees fQr labQr aristQcrats
and eCQnQmists to' administer the prQgram. At
the same time as they are carrying out PQlitical
deceptiQn, these labor misleaders are QPPQsing
the actual struggle the wQrkers have been waging against layQffs and fQr jQbs.
But the wQrkers will never beg this cabal of
bigwigs fQr a few slave-wage jQbs. They will
never accept the bQndage deceptively prQPosed
by the sponSQrs Qf the Humphrey-Hawkins Bill.
Instead they will fight against laY-Qff's, against
unemplQyment, against speed-up and Qvertime.
They will fight fQr higher wages. They will
fight to' make the capitalists, nQt the wQrkers,
pay fQr the crisis caused by capitalism. They
will fight on to' the proletarian revQlution in
which they will overthrQw the capitalists altQgether.
End.
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ATTEMPTS OF GOVERNMENT TO ORGANIZE
FASCIST ANTI- BUSING MOVEMENT DENOUNCED IN. CHICAGO
(The following leaflet was distributed recently
by the Chicagp Branch of COUSML at factories
and other work places and in working class
areas in Chicago.)
OPPOSE THE FASCIST "ANTI-BUSING"
MOVEMENT!
The working class and people of Chicago are
faced with a very serious problem - that is, the
attempts by the monopoly capitalist class to organize a violent fascist, anti-Black, anti-working class m{)vement as they have been doing in '
Boston and Louisville.
Last February, the state Board of Education
and lllinois Superintendent of Schools Joseph
, Cronin ordered the Chicago School Board to present a plan for school integration. In April a
plan was presented by the Chica:go Board of
Education. It was rejected by the State Board
and the Chicago Board was placed on probation
for one year with the threat of losing $150 mil, lion in state and federal funds if an acceptable
plan is not presented in that time.
As soon as these actions were announced,
various open and not so open racist flunkeys of
monopoly capitalism, ranging from the Nazis to
Mayor Daley, began demagogic propaganda
against school integration and began organizing the fascist "anti-busing' movement.
On the surface this can look rather confusing.
One section of the state machine, in this case
the illinois State Board of Education, which is
controlled by the monopoly capitalist class, appears to be trying to force another section of
~the state machine, the Chicago Board of Education, which is just as much contlolled by monopnly capital, to do something in the interest of
the people, namely integrate the schools. There
is vicious deception going on. In fact, the mono- poly capitalist class is united in a vile scheme
tQ organize a fascist mQy,emeni to divide the
working class, pit white workers against their
Afro-American class brothers, and violently
attack the Afro-American people. With their
"liberal" hand the monopoly capitalists appear
to support integration while actually setting up
maximum conditions for their other hand, the
open racists and faSCists, to organize a fascist
movement.
School integration was one of the democratic
demands of the Afro-American people's movement against racial discrimination and violent
repression of the 50' s, 60' s and 70' s. bnportant
struggles against school segregation took place
in Chicago in the early 60' s, such as the struggle against the use of mobile classrooms to
maintain school segregation. Long and bitter
experience has proved to the Afro-American
people that segregated education is inevitably
unequal and thus they fought against it. NOW,
when the mass movement against racial discrimination is at a low level, the "liberals" all
of a sudden start pushing school integration.
They propose "busing" and carry it out in such a
way as to arouse maximum confusion and opposition among white workers. These "liberals"
refuse to explain the democratic nature of the
demand for school integration and instead call
for everyone to obey the "law". Most workers
know that this "law" represents their oppressors - the monopoly capitalist class. This call
to obey the "law" therefore allows the open
racists to take workers' class hatred for the
monopoly capitalist state machine and try to
turn it into opposition. to the Afro-American
people.
The monopoly capitalists have very specific
reasons for trying to organize a fascist mass
movement to attack and divide the American
working class and people at this time. In the
first place the entire capitalist, imperialist
world is in the grip of a serious and deepening
economic crisis, the sixth and worst since the

end of World War II. Secondly, U. S. imperifighting for the democratic right of Afroalism is in ever sharpening contention with the
American people to equality of education, the
other imperialist superpower, Soviet socialworking class can not unite to struggle to imimperialism (socialist in words, imperialist in
prove the quality of education.
In conclusion, as pointed out by The Wordeeds) over spheres of influence. This contenkers' Advocate, newspaper of the COUSM:L,tion is inevitably leadiIig to a new world war.
in the Feb. 1, 1976 issue, "Today ~heir (the
Racial discrimination and violent repression is
monopoly capitalists') attempt to develop a
inherent in the monopoly capitalist system. At
fascist mass movement of attack on the Afrothis time the monopoly capitalists have addiAmericans, to drive them backwards towards
tional reasons for instigating the fascist "antithe barbaric Jim Crow system once again and
busing" movement. They want to 1) undermine
in so doing split the working class, is the cutresistance to their attempts to shift the burden
ting edge of the U. S. monopoly capitalists'
of economic crisis onto 'the backs of the working
dr;ive to the consolidation of fascism in the
class, and 2) suppress all resistance by the
United States. Their aim is to smash the reAmerican people to their preparations for a new
sistance of the working masses, shift the enworld war..
The fascist "anti-busing" moyement is trying
tire burden of the economi~ crisis onto thel?1,
to bring this about by organizing around anumand create. a secure home base for the world
war they are preparing to slaughter the world's
ber of slogans which mystify its own fascist
people." This grave challenge poses especially
and racist nature and which obscure the class
serious responsibilities for white workers,
interest of the working class to sUppnrt equality
first because it is on them that monopoly capifor the Black people. They are raising everytal is pinning its hopes for building the fascist
thing but that they are opposed to integration
and to Blacks. Everywhere they make a big
movem~t, and second because only by white
stink about "busing", "quality education", C
workers taking up the Afro-American people's
"neighborhood schools", and the "law". SO that
struggle as their own can the wall of distrust
workers will grasp their own class interest and
be smashed and the Afro-American people be won
see the fascist and racist nature of the "antias the strong ally of the entire working class.
busing" movement, we will go into these slogans.
Black and white workers, Afro-American and all
Buses are a modern means of transportation.
progressive people! Let us unite to oppose and
Millions of people, including public school stusmash this barbaric fascist movement! This will
dents, take them to school, work, and many
surely give great impetus to an unprecedented
other places. Yet, all the anti-integration forupsurg~ in revolutionary struggle throughout U. S.
ces are howling in chorus that "busing" is the
society and will bring closer the day of proleissue. The "liberals" shout that it is the issue
tarian revolution which smashes the rule of capibecause it is the "law". The open fascists and
tal and its state and which alone can completely
racists of the "anti-busing" movement whine
emancipate the Afro-American people and the
that it is the issue because it does not increase
entire working class.
"quality education" and destroys "neighborhood
schools". "Busing" is not the issue, but racial
OPPOSE THE FASCIST ANTI-BUSING
diSCrimination and violent repression against
MOVEMENT!
,
. Afro-Amencan people are the issue • . Buses are
THE WORKING CLASS MUST TAKE UP THE
simply a necessary means to integrate schools
AFRO-AMERICAN STRUGGLE AS ITS OWN r
because housing is segregated. Anti-integration
End.
forces are trying to make "busing" itself the
issue to mystify the democratic nature of the
demand for integration and their own racist and
fascist stand. The serious question facing the
Black people and the working class as a whole is
opposing racial discrimination and violent rePANAMA
pression of Afro-Americans and Gpposing the
Continued from page 3
fascist "anti-busing" movement.
The racists are clouding the air with the slobases such as Panama harder than ever. This
gan of preserving "neighborhood schools". This
slogan is a code for preserving white segregaaggressive position the U. S. maintains in Panama clearly e:xposes the fraud of any talk of a
ted schools and neighborhoods and for preventing, by force, the Black people from leaving
negotiated settlement. U. S. imperialism with
"their" Segregated schools and neighborhoods.
its "peaceful solution" is like the bandit who
The fascist "lOgic" behind this is to blame
puts a gun to his victim's head and then says
Black people for the racial discrimination
"take it easy, keep calm and nobody will get
forced on them by monopoly capitalism which
hurt".
confines them to deteriorated neighborhoods
Despite the ferocious countenance of U. S.
and to the worst schools~ The racist spokesmen
imperialism in Panama, for seventy-three
try to protect monopoly capitalism by trying to
years it has never been able to crush the fightrick white workers into attacking their AfrotiIig will of the heroic Panamanian people. It is
American class brothers rather than monopothe U. S. imperialists and their designs to hang
ly capitalism as the source of such problems
on in Panama which will inevitably be smashed
as deteriorating neighborhoods.
by the Panamanian people. In the present "deIn the slogan of "qu3J.ity education", the same
bate", the Ford achninistration has shown itfascist "lOgic" and mystification of the issue is
- self to be panic-stricken by the very idea of the
carried out. For example Mayor Daley says inPanamanian people rising in struggle and taking
tegration is O. K. "if that's a step in the imthe destiny of their country into their own
provement of education". The racists claim
hands. The American people who fought valiantthere is a conflict between "quality education"
ly against the U. S. imperialist war of aggression
and integration. However, -in the first place,
in Indochina are a firm ally of the Panamanian
segregated education means lower quality edupeople and fully suppnrt their just cause. In
cation for Afro-American people. In the sesolidarity with the other Latin American people,
cond place, it is just a racist lie to say that
the North American people and the people of the
having Black and white studen(s in the same
world, -the Panamanian people will surely drive
school redUces the quality of education. In
out the U. S•. aggressors from their territory
fact, it is an "improvement in education" for
and recover sovereignty over the Panama Canal
. Black and white working class youth, by being
Z0I\.e. The Panama Canal belongs to the Panain school together, to learn to unite in struggle
maniiID people! U. S. imperialism must get out
against the fascist -"authorities". Also without
of Panama!
End.
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AGREAT REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT AGAINST
REVISIONISM AND FOR PROLOARIAN REVOLUTION
By Hardial BaIns
Below we reprint the concluding part of an
important speech by Comrade Hardial Bains,
Chairman of our fraternal party, the Communist Party of Canada (Marxist-Leninist). This
speech was delivered at a private meeting of
comrades in Montreal on March 31,1976 to
hail the 6th anniversary of the founding of
CPC(M-L). (The first part was printed in the
last issue of The Workers' Advocate.)
The CPC(M-L) is the party of the Canadian
proletariat. It unites essentially all Canadian
Marxist-Leninists. All progressive Americans
should support the struggle of the Canadian
people against U. S. imperialist oomination and
the monopoly capitalist system itself and entlmsiastically support the CPC(M-L).
I would like to remark in passing that these opportunists who
are dreaming about a "full-blown" Party coming into being
before it is "declared" to the world also have an e~lectical attitude
towards revolutionary theory. The opportunist group writes in
one of its recent publications: "last January, we started a political
campaign against Trudeau measures, using a poster, and in particular, a slogan which read 'To overcome the capitalist crisis, as.
similate Marxism-leninisml~ut this slogan does not suit the role
which it is. supposed to play: to enlighten the proletaria! on its
immediate and long term objectives: towards what it should aim.
To be sure it is always correct to say that we must assimilate Marxism-leninism, but it is in itself incomplete. ' Because, to learn for
the sake of learning, and to assimilate principles merely for
contemplation will never overcome the capitalist crisis, or anything else for that matter. Our slogan did not show that theory is at
the service of practice. For, proletarian theory, in effect, is
revolutionary precisely because it is synthesis of the practiceof the
international workers movement; a result of the concentration of
the correct ideas of the masses." First, this gang of opportunists
take up an issue which is not the issue at all, that is "To Overcome
the Capiblist Crisis, Assimilate Marxism-Leninism!" because to
overcome capitalist crisis is the task of the bourgeoisie while the
task of the proletariat is to overthrow the capitalist system.
Capitalism has faced crisis many times since its birth and it is
ridiculous to' g;ve the call "to overCome capitalist crisis". Furthermore, to overthrow the capitalist system is the real issue and
the proletariat participates in three forms· of proletarian struggle
(there are others as well but they are secondary) one of which is
theoretical form. As the capitalist crisis deepens and broadens this
theoretical form of proletarian struggle is playing a very concrete
and decisive role at this time. To wage this struggle in the manner
suggested by this opportunist group is to evade diffjcultie~, as is
the habit of these opportunists, by putting forward a dodge, a
trick, a diversion. "Assimilate Marxism-leninism" is such a dodge,
a trick and a.diversion. Finally, after being caught by their own
eclecticism, these opportunists then run in a haste to "rectify".
Thus they come out with their nonsense that "Our slogan did not
show that theory is at the service of practice". Yourslogan, sirs, did
not just have this "weakness" that "theory is at the service of practice" because in itself this is worng as well because "theOry is
based on practice and in turn serves practice". The problem with
your slogan is that you have no line what-50-ever to give to your
loyalists so you come out with this gibber. You have reduced the
theoretical form of proletarian struggle into a matter of just "assimilating" Marxism-leninism and you have no practical
, guidelines as to what your followers should do to respond to the
present situation in a proletarian revolutionary manner. You are
further caught in your eclecticism when you end up your nonsensical statement that "For, proletarian theory, in effect, is
revolutionary precisely because it is synthesis of the practice of the
international workers movement; a result of concentration of the
correct ideas of the masses." It is "precisely" this reason why you
absolutely abondoned theoretical form of proletarian struggle.
Chairman lIdao teaches: "The Marxist philosophy of dialectical
materialism has two outstandinR characteri~tics. One is its class
nature: it openly avows that dialectical materialism is in the service
of the proletariat. The other is its practicality: it in turn ser~es practic:e".(5) But it seems your "theory" does not have a bit of "Marxist
philosophy of dialectical materialism" because it is for this reason
that whenever you are faced with the situation you have to concot
a gibber like your paragraph cited above and pass it off as "Marxist-Leninist", and "genuine" and "revolutionary" line. You opportunists are peddling such absurdity that by "assimilating"
Marxism-Leninism you "become" Marxist-leninist. I may ask:
what do you become when you assimilate Coke? A Coke! Here.is
something for you to "assimilate"!
The second point I would like to elaborate on is: the ba~ic
programme of the Party and "our tactical policy and plan". In my
speech to the Political Economy Conference held in Montreal on
May 24th, 1975, I pointed out: "We are organised as the political
party of the proletariat which has as its basic programme the 'seizure of political power by revolutionary violence, guiding the
proletariat in its struggle to overthrow the bourgeoisie and establish the dictatorship of the groletariat so a_s to achieve communism.' Our immediate task is to work out our tactical policy and
plan in order to prepare to fulfill our basic programme. It is this
immediate programme whic;h the opportunists of all hues are trying to undermine and it is the duty of Marxist-Leninists to oppose
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these opportunists."(6) For the last three years since August, 1973,
our Party has been working hard to develop its "tactical policy and
plan" and this "tactical policy and plan" has now been advanced.
Before I go further on this point, I would like to elaborate on the
"tactical policy and plan" of the "genuine" Marxist-leninists to
show that they do not have a revolutionary tactleal policy and plan
and they are bellowing from the same marsh of opportunism
as the revisionists and the trotskyists.
To oppose and denounce the treachery 01 these sects we will
analyse the slogans advanced by the "genuine Marxist-leninists",
the anarcho-fascists. We will seek truth from what they say as well
as from their objective role. At the March 22nd demonstration of,
the workers.on Parliament Hill, the anarcho-fascists advanced four
slogans. Number one and four ot the four slogans are:
1..Let's struggle against Trudeau Law!
4. Strengthen the fight back movement by preparing the
general strike!
Then to tool oeople they added slogan No.2: Re;ect false reformist solutions! 5108.an number three is added there for the purposes of self-exposure: Let's mobilise the masses of the Canadian
people around the working class!
We call these "genuine Marxist-Leninists" anarcho-fascists
for the same reasons we call some groups fascists. The'y actually are
fascists but because of their pretensions to be "genuine Marxistleninists" they end up with the title: anarcho-fascists. There are
three reasons why we call them anarcho-fascists: 1. They mystify
everything 2. They are anti-communists, racists and anti-working
class and 3. They use reactionary violeoce against the MarxistLeninists. Let us just take point one that they mystify everything.
Their main slogan Let's strugsIe .ainst Trudeau Law! is a
straight-forward reformist slogan. But knowing that it is a reformist
slogan they had to mystify it by their slogan No.2: Reject false
reformist solutions! What these false reformist solutions are, they
do not tell. Instead, they breast-beat about certain organisations.
They merely assert that the Communist Party of Canada (MarxistLeninist) i~ a "counter-revolutionary gang which walks hand in
hand with the hourgeoisie".
But a mystifier will not study a thing in itself. Only by studing
a thing in itself can one then study its inter-relationships. The issue
here is Bill Cola. Their solution is: Let's struggle against Trudeau
Law. What is this slogan in itself if not the same as the revisionist
slogan Abolish Bill C-73 or the trotskyist slogan Action program to
defeat the wage controls or the ClC slogan Withdraw Bill con.
Once cornered by the fact that their slogan is no niore
revolutionary than the slogans of the CLC, revisionists and
trotskyists, these anarcho-fascists have to strike a posture in order
to draw "clear lines" between themselves and the CLC,
revisionists and the trotskyists. 50 out came the ~Iogan No 2: Re,ject false reformist solutions. Withdrawal of Bill C-73 is a reform and it is part of the bourgeois
trade union politics. It does not matter, how much mystification
the anarcho-fascists create about this slogan, the fact remains that
it is a reformist slogan. When we study the slogan Reject false
reformist solutions, in itself, the anarcho-fascists could mean one
of three things: 1. The anarcho-fascists c~nsider all reform as
false solution or 2. There are those who are advocating false reformist solutions in opposition to 3. Their own genuine reformist
solutions. Now if they claim that their slogan No.2 means that" all
reform" is "false solution" then their advancing of slogan No.1
Let's struggle against Trudeau law is outright treachery and deception because struggle against Trudeau Law is reformism. Further if
they claim that their slogan is "genuine" while the slogans of the
CLC, revisionists and trotskyists are false then it is clear that their
slogan too calls for genuine r~formist solutions. Thus the reader
can see that in actual fact they are just simple reformists but they
have to give the slogan in such a manner as to advance a reform
with revolutionary pretensions. Thus if we analyse that they are
against reforms, they are anarchists and if we analyse that they are
for reform, they are reformists.
The same charlatanism and mystification is found in their
proposed method of struggle : Mobilise masses of the people
around the working class! This slogan No; 3 is their self-I"xposure
in the sense they admit that they have nothing to do with the working class. These mystifiers are caught here as eighty per cent or
more of, Canadian people comprise the working class. These
"genuine Marxist-leninists" are not going to organise the working class but the "people" around the "working class". One can
visualize graphically these "people" running around the working
class. The slogan of "general strike" and "preparing for general
strike" is also an anarchist slogan as there is nothing revolutionary
in this form of struggle in itself.
I hus W'" hnd that these anarcho-fastists are advancing a
straight-forward reformist slogan but they are deathly afraid of being exposed for what they are, reformists. So they jump up, down
and sideways and then end up in smoke like ants on a hot pan.
Let us go further. What attitude should one take towards reformist issues and bourgeois trade union politics? Marxist~leninists
are not against all reforms but they are opposed to bourgeois trade
union politics. There are reforms and there are reforms. Certain
reforms advance proletarian struggle against the bourgeoisie and
others do not. This leads us to unmask these anarcho-fascists further. Their slogan Reject false reformist solutions! truly exposes
their mystification and deception . Now, when they talk about
"talse rerormlst solutions", they must have "genuine reformist
solutions" in mind . Thus they exposed themselves brilliantly. We
deduce that they are genuine reformists and are fighting for
genuine reformist solutions. So their fight back move."ent is the
movement of genuine reformist solutions.
hom the tour slogans given by them, we find that
- - they want to struggle against Trudeau La\,\"

- they are against "false reformist solutions",
- they pledged to mobilise their "people" aro,und the working
class, and
- they want *> strengthen the "fight back movement", that is
the movement for "genuine reformist solutions" by "preparing
for general strike".
.
Thus they have detached economic struggle from politkal
struggle and are desperately trying to "lend economic struggle a
political character". These anarcho-fascists do not believe that
Politics is the Commander. They detach economic struggle from
political struggle exactly in the same manner revisionists and
trotskyists do. For these unprincipled eclectics everything exists
in detached, ahistorical, isolated form. This is why they land
themselves into Stich mire.
lronomic, political and theoretical are three forms of
·proletarian struggle against the bourgeoisie. These are an
integrated whole commanded by the struggle of the proletariat
against the bourgeoisie. that is class against class, that is class
slruggle. But the anarrho-fascists neither consider economic
struggle as part of the whole proletarian struggle against the
hourgeoisie nor do they advance a proletarian revolutionary line
which will command all three forms of proletarian struggle, that is
eronomic, political and theoretical. Thus neither do they assist any
part of the proletarian struggle nor do they assist the entire
proletarian struggle. Thus. they have to go around economic
struggle and prove their "revolutionary credentials" by shouting a
few "revolutionary slogans or write such gems as their yellow
journalism in order to go near the communist movement so that
they ran disrupt it.
I he CPC(M-L) stands for rertain reforms like abolishing Bill C73. Hut our slogan to thp workers' movement, that is,the slogan
commanding the proletarian struggle on all three fronts,
('conomic, politiral and theoretical is Make the rich pay! This
slogan i,s the organiser, mobiliser and unifier of the proletariat as it
i, based on Class struggle as tactics as Lenin puts it or Class struggle
as the key link as Chairman Mao Tsetung teaches. Once the Class
struggle as the tactics - Class struggle as the key link is forgotten,
opportunism creeps into an organisation. These anarcho-fascists
who claim themselves 10 bp "genuine Marxist-Leninists" never
took up Class struggle as the tactics - Class struggle as the key link.
I h,lt is why they have hepn disruptive and are disruptive in the
workers' movem£'nt · and in the communist movement. These
anarcho-fascists serve international opportunism and AngloArnerirdn chauvinism and they are supporters of restoration of
(,lpitalism in China. They <lre the real lin Piaoists as well because
they wave the red flag 10 op'pose the red flag.
Because they do not take up Class 5tru~e as the tactics - C ass
struggle-as the key link, their slogans are empty, devoid of any
content and their form is sterile and woody and also devoid of any
content. The four slogans they advanced are typical slogans of
,lI1archists. Anarchists always get'excited about general strike. According to the anarrhisls general strike is revolutionary in itself
Jnd actually is the only revolutionary activity. The anarcho-fascists
also think in this manner that they have "proven their
··revolutionary" credentials by muttering something about it.
The Make the rich pay slogan has class content and as this tactic
develops, proletarians will also give rise to forms' consistent with
the tactic. We are absolutely opposed to concocting forms
without having any material basis, without actually organising
struggle first and generalising these struggles later. The anarchofascists have merely picked up some forms of struggles from past
history of the international proletariat as a show-off and they are
bound to land themselves into further mire. They can yell
"general strike, general strike" or "prepare for general strike"
as much as they like. All this yelling is not going toteach them how
to achieve immediate demands. thaI is, immediate class demands ,
of which they have none and how to fulfill the class aim of overthrowing the capitalist system and establishing dictatorship of the
proletariat.
The CPC(M-L) does participate in trade union struggle and
there, again, by taking up Class struggle as the tactics - Class
struggle as the I<ey link. Make the rich pay slogan commands and
guides our work there as well. We are organised as the political
Party of the proletariat which has as its basic progran;rme the
seizure of politiral power by revolutionary violence, guiding the
proletariat in its struggle to overthrow the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie and establish the dictalorship of lhe prolelariat 50 as
10 achieve communism. Our immediate task is to work out our
tactical policy and plan in order to fulfill our basic programme.
Make the rich pay is our tactical policy and plan. It is based on
Class struggle as the tactics - Class struggle as the key link. It is this
immediate programme which the opportunists of all hues are trying to undermine and it is the duty of all Marxist-Leninists to oppose these opportunists.
But the ,anarcho-fascists do not have tactical policy and plan .
500ner or latet they will mimic Our tactical policy and plan to get
out of the perpetual crisis of " line" they find themselves in . Over
the years since the founding of the Party on March 31,1970, we
have not only sOLled out the problem of establishing instruments
of working class propaganda. and the building of the centralised
organ 01 the Party but have also sorted out the question of Our tactical policy and plan. In the coming years. we will sort out the
questions relating to actual struggle To make the rich pay and we
will Make the rich pay. Anarcho-fascists are still stuck with
"struggle organisation to build the Party" and they have neither
basic programme nor tactical programme. Their basic programme
is disruption of the communist movement and their tactics in real
lifp bear witness to it.
For the CLC not to rpcognise class struggle is quite understandablp. Political line of the ClC comes}rom NDP and "C"p. two
/
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l lass-collaborationist organisations. The hegemony of the NDP
,lOd "C"P oveJ the ClC hdS to be smashed. Thus the ClC's line of
not recognising class struggle and basing itself on CIOISs
collaboration as the tactic is not a matter of denouncing ClC but a
Il1dtler of defeating the NDP and revisionist influence in the
orgdnised labour movement. But anarcho-fascists, first take up
Class-collaboration as the tactic themselves, and then disrupt the
workers' movement to the maximum by their constant shrills
dgainst this or that "labour aristocrat". For them every trade union ,
official is a "labour aristocr,II" and labour aristocracy is not the
"upper ranks of the working dass movement". These anarcho-fasliStS who are zeroes in theory and leroes in practice run amuck
everywh~re with their nonsence, which is actually a much more
blatant class-collaborationist position than what the "labour aristocrats" advocate. These anarcho-fascists have done absolutely
nothing to oppose labour aristocracy and revisionism but have
laken the single over-all police mission: Smash CPC(M-Ll.
I he anarcho-Iascists recognise dass struggle only on behalf of
the bourgeoisie. Their position on the state of the bourgeoisie further exposes them. They consider Canada as a "bourgeois democ1.ll y", that is, II IS nOI the Mmed organisation of the bourgeoisie,
Ihl' d,ctalorsh,p 01 Ill(' bourgl'oisie over the proletariat but
democracy m gener.II. Ilwy .HTuse the CPC(M-l) of "inciting"
polin' .md whenever Ihl' st.ltp ,ltt.lCks the Party, they are there to
do Ih(' dirty work for 1111' st.llp.
/{(,vl~lonISlS. trotskyists .lIld anarcho-fascists are fooling the
I)('opl(' on thl' two b.lsi .. qupstions of class struggle and diclolIOr\h,p 01 th~' bourgpoisip. Their struggle for reform is the sum
lol.!1 ot thpir "dass strugglc" .lOd they try to cover thi~ up through
rpvolullonary verbi,lge.
example, the revisionists state:
.. , h('r(' will bl' no relid tor the working people until the present
dlsJ~trou~ so-<.llIl,d anti-infl.ltion policies of the government are
(hanged dnd rt'pldct'd hy new policies, radical anti-monopoly
poll CIt'S which are gt'arpd to dfectively combatting inflation, en'uring high emploympnt .lIld rising standards in a world of peace."
For the revisionists. Ihe same,tate whose executive committee
has Implemented "the present disastrous so-called anti-inflation
policies" will. one day. h.we an executive committee which will
Implement "new policies. radical anti-monopoly policies which
,Ire gt'ared to effectively combJtling inflation, ensuring high emplovmt'nt and rising standards in a world of peace."
/{eVI\IOnlsts, also lik(' the anarcho-fascists, do not want to beexpmed .15 dass-coIlJborJtors. So right after giving the policy of class
(olldbordtion. th(' policy of capitulation to the dictatorship of the
bourgeOIsie, they put forward revolutionary verbiage to obscure
Ihl' Issue. I hey write: "I here will be no serious advances for the
working class and tradl' union movement until right wing policies
01 ll..:ss-collaboratlon are replaced by left' wing policies of class
' Iruggl('. " We ask: who is putting forward the "right wing policies
oj class-l'ollaboration " ! Could it be you revisionists yourselves?
How much more righ't wing can one get and how much more
class-collaborationist policies can one present than' your own? It is
class-collaboration and betrayal of the first order to advocate that
Ihe \IJte is above classes and it can be transformed and can be
made use of by th(' proletariat without smashing it up and eslabli I '
·t.lI rsh ' of thp proletariat.
Ma"e the rich pay! is the "leftwlris paRcies 01 cIass.,..te"
but you are opposed ,to this revolutionary slogan. So the
revisionists have done the same thing as the anarcho-fascis-ts. First
the anarcho-fascists advance their reformist slogan: let's struggle
against Trudeau Law! Then. in order to fool people, they come up
with the slogan: Reject the false reformist solutions. In the same
way the revisionists first advance the policy of class collaboration
and then themselves pretend to oppose it.
But the proof of the pudding is in the eating. The revisionists,
trotskyists and anarcho-fascists besides advancing reformist and
class-collaborationist slogans are responsible for disruption of the
workers' movement and communist movement in many places.
rheir social practice is one of disrupting the revolutionary
workers' movement and the communist movement. While they
do not take up Class struggle as the tactics - Class struggle as the
"ey lin" proletarian revolutionary line, they are opposed to
the dictatorship of the proletariat. Neither do they recognise the
existence of the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie nor do they aim at
establishing dictatorship of the proletariat as the goal.
In conclusion, it is not the ClC which is to be blamed for not
recognising class struggle and dictatorship of the bourgeoisie but
it is the so-called "leftists". a whole host of them, which have to be
blamed and struggled against. These sects and groups come up
with various masks but they were all unmasked at Parliament Hill
on March 22nd. They all took up a reformist slogan and tried to
pass it off as something very "revolutionarv".
We must always put Politics in Commmd. When working in the
trade unions, it is revolutionary politics which must be advanced
but if there is no Tactical policy ilnd pliln then what can onedoexcept pursue bourgeois trade union politics. Make the rich pay is
the only Tactical policy and plan and we must not waste time in
secondary issues like attacking the ClC or someone else for the
failure of the revolutionary movement. It is opportunism which
must be opposed. We must never forget class struggle and dictatorship of ~he proletariat. We must develop class struggle to
ma"e the rich pily.
Comrades, on this historic day. the day we are celebrating the
Sixth Anniversary ~ the Founding of the Communist Party of
Canada (Marxist-leninist). I declare to you that we h,\ve sorted out
the question of "tactical policy and plan". The slogan MAKE THf
RICH PAY! embodies the entire. tactical policy and plan for this
period. MAKE THE RICH PAY! means waging a vigorous
proletarian struggle for national independence, against U.S.
imperialist domination of C.a nada and against the bourgeoisie of
this country. 't is a short-range programme. This tactical policy and
plan sums up as well as concentrates the revolutionary experience
and work of the Party during the past six years. It is a refutation of
those who are trying to "assimilate" Marxism-leninism, and
through this method are trying to get over their difficulties
concerning the basic programme as well as the tactical policy and
plan.
The third point 1 would like to take up is on the question of
"correctness of our own political line and the solidity of our own
Qrganisation". Starting literally from scratch and very little
revolutionary experience. we have comrades who have come
forward with revolutionary style. who made radical rupture with
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traditional ideas and have rl'volutionary experience in organising
the social revolution in Candua. They do not aspire for any careers
within the capitalist systl'm or work for socialism for the purposes
of striking a career then. They are ~elf-sacrificing and they are
loyal to Marxism-leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. They follow
Marxist orthodoxy and many of them are currently engaged in
studying seriously the Marxist-leninist classics in order to
vigorously develop the theOretical form of proletarian struggle.
MAKE THE RICH PAY! is our tactical policy and plan and we need
comrades who can explain and elaborate the slogan on the
theoretical front and hit hard at the confusion-making of the
bourgeoisie and the opportunists.
We have also rectified our serious error concerfling style of
work. We laid too much emphasis on fighting opportunism inside
the Party in the past. Comrade Stalin clearly explains in his celebrated pamrhlet Foundations of Leninism that "The theory of
"defeildns' opportunist elements by icleolosicill strugle within
the Party, the theory of "overcomins" these elements within the
confines of a slnsle party, is il roUen and danserous theory, which
threiltens to condemn the Party to p.alysil and thronic Infirmity,
threiltens to make the Pilrty a prey to opportunism, threiltens to
leilYe the prole"'riilt without a revolutloRllry party, threatens to
deprive the proletariat of Its milln weilpon In the fllht'ilpinst
imperialism." Since we introduced this rectification many
opportunists from the Party have "flit and flew away" and life i's
vigorously growing in the Party. It is interesting to note that the
entire programme of the opportunist sects in the 1974-75 period,
the period when we took action against this theory, has been one
01 adopting this "rotten and danGerous theory" of " 'defeiltins'
opportunist elements by ideol08iul struggle within the Party". It
is also interesting to note that through this mechanism all these
"opportunist elements" have carved themselves a place, a niche
in their so-called "genuinE' Marxist-leninist movement". Under
the slogan of "freedom of criticism" . this theory was being.pushed
hy "left"-sloganeering front of Khrushchovite revisionism in the
summer of 1971. Under the same theory, the opportunist elements
recognize only groups and not Parties and wherever they get a
chance they give birth to factions. By establishing factions, these
opportunist elements then can incite people to attack Marxismleninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. Various factions in India vilifv
Comrade Charu-Mazumdar and the armed agrarian revolution
and internationally they are quite vociferous in promoting a
hodge-podge of !iO-calied "revolutionary theoreticians" from
many lands. They advocate polycentrism on theoretical questions
and factionalism on organisational questions.
Our Party is based on democratic centralism. We are opposed to
spurious theories of polycentrism and factionalism. We are
materialists: first and fore·most. we recognize firmly that there is
real life. This is our starting point. not books nor system of ideas
but real life. We are dialectical and historical materialists. We are
aware that this life has come into being from the past and that the
contradictions inherent in life at this time go back to their origins.
We recognise class struggle and not a system of ideas as th~
decisive force in history. This is why we take up our basic
programme and our tactical policy and plan from the standpoint
of CLASSES AND CLASS STRUGGLE AND CLASS STRUGGLE AS
'Acne OR ClASS STRUGGlE AS ~ UNK. Every ineident
inside and outside of the Party. insid~ ~nd outside of the
proletariat and inside and outside of Canada is looked at f{omdass
point of view. But "all these opportunists base their politics not on
classes and class struggle but on policy". That is why they have
"crisis of line" all the time. A little bit of complication and they
won't know what to say or do.
for some, Marxism-leninism-Mao Tsetung Thoughi is fine in
"theory" but in practice it is useless. We are opposed to such socalled "Marxist-leninists". We believe in the unity of theory and
practice and motive and effect. That is why we have the p'arty
which is based on the "correctness of our own political line and
solidity of our own organisation". We regenerate on the basis of
our own efforts. We are not like those who were the greatest "supporters" of the Gteat Proletarian Cultural Revolution yesterday
but curse and swear at it today or those who cursed and swore at
the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution yesterday but today
they do not "mind". Our Party is not based on some fads and
fashions and whatever is in vogue today we get swayed by it. If we
said yesterday CHINA'S CHAIRMAN IS OUR CHAIRMAN and
CHINA'S PATH IS OUR lATH we still say ittoday. Those who have
turned their backs on China's Chairman and those who have
found nothing of revolutionary value from China's path especially
from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, they are opportunists of the first order. Our comrades should not be swayed
by them. Some of these individuals who became "creative" when
revolutioflary tide was down and did not believe that Mao Tsetung Thought is Marxism-leninism of our era, are today inciting
people to attack those who carry such beliefs.
We believe in the independence and integrity of our ,Party. If a
Party becomes a public relations organ for another and bids goodbye to revolutionary style, that Party is not worthy of the name
"Communist". We are friends of friends and enemies of enemies
and we guide our support on the basis of Marxism-leninism-Mao
Tsetung Tl:1ought and proletarian internationalism. We established this Party on the basis of our own efforts and we will carry
this line through to the end. let the fake "proletarian internationalists" en;oy themselves for the services rendered to international opportunism.
Internationally, the two superpowers are furiously contending
with one another for world he8-emony. :rhis is the squrce of third.
world war and .one superpower which flaunts the banner of
"socialism" is the more treacherous of the two. There is
economic crisi5 deepening and broadening all over the capitalistimperialist and revisionist world and in their colonies and fleocolonies. There is revolutionary struggle for national liberation
raging in several ,c ountries of Asia, Africa and latin America and
there is a struggle against hege'm onism otthe two superpowers.
The proletariat of the capitalist-imperialist world and of the
revisionist world is fighting courageously against the shifting of
the burden of the economic crisis onto their backs. In certain
European countries like Spain, the Marxist-leninist Party, the
Communist Party of. Spain (Marxist-leninist) is leading a struggle
against U.S. imperialism and fascism. The Marxist-leninist Party of
Portugal, the Communist Party of Portugal (Reconstituted) is waging struggle against the two superpowers and the internal

collaborators. The struggle of the Irish people against British
imperialism and for natIonal unification is developing vigorously.
Under such circumstances, a new form of .revisionism, a
revisionism of greater treacherythal),the betrayal of Khruschovite
revisionism is emerging on the international scale. In capitalistimperialist countries, its main thesis is that to talk about social
revolution here is to be "ultra-left" while their line for other countries is becoming increasing dubious. Our comrades should maintain a high level of vigilence against this revisi(mism and all other
forms and not deviate from the staunch anti-revisionist stand and
do not give an inch to revisionism. This can be done on the basis of
building the Party on the basis of "correctness of our own political
line and the solidity of our own organisation" and not vascillating
on the fundamental questions of state and proletarian revolution.
Those who are deliberately and vainly trying to brow-beat the
CPC(M-l) to "change" its line on account of their connections
with international opportunism, beware! We will never change
our basic programme or tactical policy and plan or change our
theoretical basis of Marxism-leninism-Mao Tsetung Thotlght and
proletarian internationalism.
The four contradictions on the world scale are sharpening and
revolution remains the main trend. But there is a danger of world
war and there are possibilities of social,revolutions breaking out in
one or several countries. Our contribution aJl:ainst the two superpowers and against the third world war can only be made on the
basis of organising social revolution here. MAKE THE RICH PAYI is
the tact!cal policy and the plan against the two superpowers and
against third world war as well.
Our Party'is established all across Canada. Soon you will have
the branches which are solely composed of proletarians, the industrial proletarians. These industrial proletarians will soon make
up the farge portions of the central leadership. We have established the centra lied organs of the Party and we have made
head-way on various fronts, especially on the front of theory. The
task is to implement the slogan MAKE THE RICH PAYI let this
slogan be taken 'up all over Canada by the proletarians!
To conclude comrades: CPC(M-l) is the political party of the
proletariat. It is a contingent of the international communist
movement. We are based on the theory of Marxism-leninismMao Tsetung Thought. We have established links with several
brethern communist parties and we will support all 'Communist
Parties whi(:h are fighting on the common front against common
enemies.
LET US SALUT£ THE GREAT REVOLUnONARY LEADERS OF
OUR TIME, CHAiRMAN MAO TSEfUNG AND COMRADE
ENVER HOXHA, without the leadership of whom this great
revolutionary movement against revisionism and for social
revolution would not ,have been possible.
'
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and the ongoing Syrian invasion lies with the
two superpowers and their running dog,
Israel. To the superpowers, the Middle
East is an extremely important area,
both for its oil resources and its strategic position. For twenty years U. S. imperialism
and Soviet social-imperialism have been engaged in a fierce rivalry -for the domiIi.ation of
the Middle East while collaborating with each
other to suppress the Arab people. The superpowers' main instrument of aggression against
the Arab peoples is the racist, fascist state of
Israel. U. S. imperialism and its British partners created the state of Israel by forcefully expelling the native Palestinian population and
setting up an aggressive settler state in the
Palestin!an's national homeland. Today, Israel's
lifeblood is billions of dollars from the U. S. and
the constant flow of Jews dispatched from the
Soviet Union to be used as cannon-fodder in Israel's continual aggressions against the Palestinians and other Arabs. Both superpower's bend '
over backwards to insure Israel's existence,
and do their utmost to imrlntain a tense situation
of "no war-no peace" in the Middle East, in order to facilitate their hegemonistic and expansiOnist designs and to control the Arab people.
However, the main roadblock to the evil designs
of the two superpowers is the Palestinian revolution, which is fighting valiantly to regain the
Palestinian national homeland and rid the Arab
world of the zionist state of Israel.
The Lebanese civil war was initiated as part
of a superpower-zionist scheme to crush the
Palestinian revolution. In Lebanon there are
some 500,000 uprooted Palestinians in refugee
camps and villages. Lebanon is the one country
in which the Palestinian guerrillas have been
allowed relative freedom of movement to stage
attacks against the Israeli occupiers. Therefore,
it is an important base for the Pale~tinian' s
armed struggle to liberate their homeland. For
several years the zionists have tried to destroy
the Palestinians' bases in Lebanon. They have
carried out thousands of armed raids into Lebanon, bombing villages and camps, at times
hundreds of miles north of the Lebanese border.
The ,raids are intended to split the Palestinian
masses from the Fedayeen (guerrillas) and to
split the Palestinians from the Lebanese. They
also have the long-range purpose of "cleansing"
south Lebanon of Arabs in preparation for annexing it to Israel. But the zionist raids have
failed miserably. The Palestinians only stepped
up their armed struggle and the Palestinian and
Lebanese masses united even more closely in
the face of the zionist aggressors. So, tIle imperialists and zionists called on Lebanese reaction to do their bidding, to treacherously attack
the Palestinians reSiding in Lebanon from within.
On March 6 of last year a commando unit of
the Palestine Liberation Organization attacked
the ziOnist enemy in dov.'lltown Tel Aviv, in the
heart of occupied Palestine. In the battle, the
heroic commandos wiped out more than 50 zionist soldiers and policemen and then sacrificed
their lives. This terrified the zionist authorities
and they used the operation as a pretext to respond, not in their usual manner -- an open. raid
on Lebanon -- but by ordering their agents in
Lebanon, the fascist Phalangists, to attack the
commandos. In the Israeli Knesset (parliament),
ziOnist premier Rabin gave an explicit call for
the Phalangist attacks on the Palestinians in-Lebanon: "We have chosen not to reply to this ope-'
ration because we are planning on and waiting
for a confessional (religious) war to occur in
Lebanon which would have the same result••• "
Only a few days after Rabin's speech, the
Phalangists started their terroristic attacks on
the Palestinians, both commandos and women
and children. However. the Phalangists did not
aim their attacks on the Palestinians alone, but
also attacked the Palestinian's close ally, the
Lebanese patriotic masses. Constantly fueled by
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U. S. imperialism, Soviet social-imperialism
and zionism, these attacks developed into a civil
war gripping the whole of Lebanon. It was not a
religious war, but a war between Lebanese reaction and its backers on the one hand, and the
Palestinian resistance and the Lebanese national
movement on the other.
As far back as last fall it was clear that the
attempts to "subdue" the Palestinians and their
Lebanese comrades had completely failed. But
despite the tremendOus suffering and destruction
caused by the war, in which over 20,000 people
have been killed p the two superpowers continued
to pour gas on the fire and to hatch their plots
against the Arab people. The U. S. imperialists
have been working from the beginning to 'iInternationalize" the situation so that they can stick
in their bloody paws. Shedding crocodile tears
over the civil war, Henry Kissinger has given
his approval to certain outside forces (Syria,
France and possibly the U. S. itself) invading
Lebanon in the name of" restoring order". And,
according to -Kissinger, it is only after the conflict is settled satisfactortily to the U. S. imperialists that the Lebanese may ask the invaders
to leave; "once there is an established government in Lebanon it can call for the withdrawal of
outside forces. " Kissinger has dispatched U. S.
State Department "mediator" Dean Brown to
Beirut to help execute U. S. imperialism's aggressive designs. This is the same Dean Brown
who gained notoriety through his "mediation" of
U. S. aggression in Indochina and who was U. S.
ambassador to Jordan in 1970. He was one of
the main architects of" Black September" when
the reactionary Jordanian army carried out the
treacherous massacre of the Palestinian guerrillas. The U. S. aircraft carrier "America"
and several other ships have been stationed off
the Lebanese coast "to be available for evacuation of U. S. citizens and to show American interest" •. This is very reminiscent of 1958 when
Eisenhower ordered the invasion of Lebanon by
~.
marines to SHReres~ the Lebanese national
movement in the name of "defending U. S. nationals" and "protecting American interests".
Moscow too, has been eager to "internationalize" the conflict and has threatened direct military intervention in Lebanon. Moscow's news
agency, Ta~, has brazenly declared that
"What is taking place in Lebanon is ceasing to
be an internal matter. "In other words it is
now a matter for the Ne,v Tsars. They
are clamouring that "The Middle East is
much closer to the Soviet Union than•••
(the U. S. and France) and, in any case, the Soviet Union is not less interested in how the situation in Lebanon and around it devE~lops. •• Nobody
should lose sight of this. II! Soviet chieftains Kosygin and Podgorny have been hopping from one
Arab capital to the other, intriguing and conspiring against the Arab people. Soviet warships have
also been menacing the Lebanese coast in a show
of strength.
Hypocritically talking about their desire for
"peace" in Lebanon, the two superpowers have
continually worked to aggravate and manipulate
the situation to the detriment of the Arab people's
interests in g~neral and the Palestinian cause in
particular. They want Arabs to slaughter Arabs
and Arabs to slaughter Palestinians, to break up
Arab unity and Arab support for the Palestinian
revolution. Such a situation is the best protection
for their puppet state of Israel and creates maximum conditions for imposing solutions which
are favorable to the aggressive interests of the
two superpowers.
After the Phalangists and Lebanese reaction
failed to liquidate the Palestinians and" subdue"
the Lebanese masses, the superpowers egged on
Syria to do their dirty work for them. For several months now, the Syrians have been trying to
bring the"i'alestine Liberation Organization, the
leadership of the Palestinian revolution, and the
Lebanese national movement under their control,
while trying to impose a settlement in Lebanon
which would only satisfy Washington, Moscow
and Tel Aviv. This April, after weeks of con-
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sultations with Soviet diplomats and with the open
approval of the iT. S. State Department and the
Israeli zionists, Syria dispatched its troops and
heavy armaments into Lebanon to exert pressure there. By the first of June, the Syrians had
moved over 12,000 troops into Lebanon and over
300 tanks along with other sophisticated Russianbuilt armaments including MIG jef s. The thrust
of the Syrian invasion is aimed directly at the
Palestinian resistance and the Lebanese patriotic
forces.
Syria's intervention has filled the zionists and
the Lebanese reactionaries, as well as their U. s.
and Soviet masters, with glee. They are all hoping
that the invasion will turn out to be another
"Black September" for the Palestinian revolution.
Israeli Prime Minister Rabin is enthusiastically
applauding Syria and says that he is "not shedding any tears over the military encounter between the Syrian Army and Arafat's terrorists"
and that he "will not stand in the way of-anyone
who wants to subdue Arafat's terrorists". The
Lebanese fascists have gone into a frenzy about
"interference in Lebanese affairs" over the resolution of the Arab League to send a peacekeeping force to Lebanon in order to ensure an
Arab solution to the conflict. But they are simply
elated with the Syrian intervention which has as
its avowed purpose the protection of the rule of
comprador Lebanese reaction. The U. S. imperialists, who are trying to feign neutrality
and a "hands-off' policy, cannot hide their satisfaction with their ov.'ll handiwork. ' The White
House says that the "Syrians have played a constructive role in Lebanon", i. e., have served
well U. S. imperialism's intere'sts. Dean Brown
"paid tribute" to the Syrian armed forces "for
playing a helpful role" and says he regrets that
"we reigned in the Syrians too much to please
the Israelis". Like the U. S. imperialists, the
Soviet social-imperialists have acclaimed their
support for Syria's so-called "efforts to bring
peace" to Lebanon. The day after Syria's 0n.slaught deep into Lebanese territory. Sovjet .
p~m1er Kosy'g:bf was-in Dan1ascus.There the
Soviet chieftains and the Syrian leaders signed a
joint Syrian-Soviet communique confirming their
resolve "further to facilitate the ending of bloodshed, the restoration of security and peace in
Lel?anon". Considering the time at which this
was signed, it could only mean that they confirmed their resolve to further stab the Palestinian revolution in the back and to continue to
attack the Lebanese national movement.
According to press reports, the Syrian army
has put its "full weight" into "paCifying" the Lebanese situation. Syrian troops and tanks have
laid seige to Beirut and they have launched a
massive invaSion of southern Lebanon in an attempt to drive the Palestinian commandoes out
of their imHortant bases near the Israeli border. They {;ave also attacked the strongholds of
the progressive Lebanese forces. However the
Syrians have met extremely fierce resistance.
Neither the Palestinians nor the Lebanese have
any desire to fight their Syrian brothers, but
they have no choice except to defend the Palestinian revolution and Lebanon's independence.
In defending themselves, the Palestinian guerrillas and their Lebanese comrades have fought
gloriously, inflicting heavy blows on the superior Syrian forces including paralyzing entire
Syrian tank columns and destrOying large quantities of Syrian armor. The heavy b<;lating taken
by the Syrian forces and the conde~ation of
the· intervention throughout the Arab ,world, has
caused the instigators of the invasion to become
quite nervous. Showing their dismay. U. S.
State Department officials admit that the fighting
capacity of the Palestinians was "miscalculated"
and that they are at a loss for what to do. In an
attempt to get out of a tight spot, Moscow has
started to accuse Syria of not doing the job properly. As Tass news agency reported after the
Syrians had become bogged down in heavy fighting; "Syria's intervention has led to additional
bloodshed instead of curbing it." The Sovigt so- '
Continued on p,age 13
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MURDEROUS RACISTS RUN FOR THEIR LIVESI
Two East Indians Heroically Snatch Back Weapons From Racist A.ttackers
On the evening of Saturday, June 6, 1976, two
East Indians were attacked by a gang of three
racists armed with car jack and steel pipes.
The two East Indians stood their ground, repulsed the attackers with bare hands without
allowing the racists even one strike with the
weapons and heroically snatched back the weapons from the racjst attackers. The moment
the weapons went into the hands of the East Indians, the racists knew that their lives were in
danger and ran for their lives. The East Indians swung their weapons at the car in which
one of the raci:;;ts was trying to flee and chipped
off the window glass. The other two ran away
in an effort to escape from the wrath of the two
angry East Indians, now armed with the pipe
and car jack. This incident happened in the
Lansdowne and Queen area of Toronto.
The heroic fight put up by the East Indians is
a reflection of the growing trend amongst the
masses of the people of the community to vigorously fight back against racist attacks. This
incident is a glorious incident, part of the new
trend in the community which has come into
being on a wide scale with the founding of the
East Indian Defence Committee. This incident,
where unarmed East Indians snatched the attackers' weapons and went on the offensive is a
pace-setter for the people of our community to
more actively take up the line of self-defence
being popularised by the East Indian Defence
Committee. This incident is fully in keeping
with the heroic traditions of the East Indian
community here in Canada, which has a glorious
hist&ry of fighting back against the state organised racist attacks ever since the East Indians
first came to Canada in 1902.
The two East Indians who fought heroically
are also members of the East Indian Defence
CommitteE! ttt Toroilto. SOon after the.. incident,
the two contacted the EIDC and gave a detailed
account of the events to a correspondent of
Lok Awaz.
In their report, the two repeatedly emphasised that what was decisive in turning a defensive situation into an offensive one was implementation of the line of EIDC -- the line of vigorously fighting back against racist attacks.
One of them said "What was foremost in my
mind at the time of the fight was the fact that
the fight involved defending the honour and dignity of the entire community, @art from the
fact that I had to stand there and defend myself.
The line of EIDe -- that of the entire community rising up to fight back against the racist
attacks came to my mind. I said to myself,
each individual member of the community has to
pay serious attention to the line of EIDC and imLok Awaz is the newspaper of the East
Indian community in Canada. It militantly
defends the interests of the community
and boldly carries right on its masthead
the slogans" Fight State Organized Racist
Attacks Tht:ough Revolutionary Struggle"
and "Support the struggle for People's
Democratic India". It is available from
Lok Awaz, p. O. Box 67617, station "()!',
Vancouver 15, B. C. (Single issue, 40~,
half yearly $5.00, English and Punjabi
editorials published every alternative
week) The East Indian Defence Committee
is the self-defence orgamzation of the
community against racist attacks.
The 1967 Naxalban revolt organized by
Comrade Charu Ma~mmdar was the spark
of armed agrarian revolution that set
I India aflame. The Communist Party of
India (Marxist-Leninist) was or~anizcd
on the basis of Naxalbari. Armed agra- rian revolution is the main content of the
People's Democratic Revolution.

plement it. An individual1 s safety alone is not
the issue because any East Indian can be picked
out by the racists for attack. Every East Indian
has to grasp this thing about fighting back against
these attacks. On the surface of it, the situation
did seem hopeless, the racists charging at you
with murderous weapons. But the will to fight
back as a member of the community is what inspired me to teach the racists a good lesson and
give them the scare of their lives. I am sure
that those racists would not dare to attack any
East Indian. They would think of their own safety
ten times over before they muster any courage
to have a fight with any member of our community."
I
Lok Awaz is immensely proud of the heroic
spirit of the East Indian community to fight back
against racist attacks which is reflected in this
incident in a concentrated form.. The following
are the details of the incident:
TIRST -- TIST TIGHTS
The whole thing started when the gang of racist
punks arrogantly came out of their car hoping to
beat up the two East Indians. Their arrogance
came to nought in the first few minutes of the
fi st fight. One of the punks was bodily lifted by
one of the East Indians and thrown from one
sidewalk to the sidewalk anross the street. Look-

ing at the fact that three .of them were no match
to the two East Indians the racists beat retreat
in'their car.
'
ARMED WITH WEAPONS
Hoping that weapons such as car jack and
steel pipes would give them a chance to get at
the two East Indians, tbl3 three racists came
back in their car to launch another attack. Noticing the murderous racists charging at them
with weapons, the East Indians said to themselves 'come what may, but these punks have to
be taught a good lesson'. They stood their
ground, and when the racists launched the attack,
they heroically fought back with bare hands, not
for a moment letting the racists use the weapons
they had with them. The East Indians heroically
held onto the weapons and snatched them back
out of the hands of the racists.
.RACISTS RUN FOR THEIR LIVES!
Watching the East Indians now armed with car
jack and steel pipe, the racists had no doubt that
their lives were in danger. Two of them took off
on their feet and the third one in the car.
Continued on page 27

WHAT IS BEHIND THE RECENT SPONTANEOUS OUTBURSTS
AGAINST THE INDIRA GANDHI GOVERNMENT?
Events are moving at a very fast pace within
India. Massive jail breaks have taken place in
Delhi, Calcutta and Bihar. Prisons are being
converted into battlegrounds against the Indira
Gandhi government. The safest strongholds of
the Indian government, the prisons, have become
unsafe and dangerous for them. Then we have
the Baroda dynamite case. Hundreds of sticks
of dynamite were discovered in an attempt to
blow up the installations of the Indian government. Thousands of people battled the Delhi police and killed 20 to 30 of them on the streets of .
Delhi in April. Now the news comes that more
judges and prosecutors are going to be hired
and more jails are being built. The government
is daily issuing statements about the widespread
sabotage, explosions, jail breaks and work
slowdowns in India. What is behind these spontaneous outbursts in India?
The government has imposed a terroristic
dictatorship on the people of India and the people
of India have no other choice but to oppose this
terror by armed force. That is why all the recent outbursts are armed and directed against
the state. And this is the main point. No longer
are people content with issuing leaflets or pe'Htions or some bulletins. Now people are taking
action themselves.
How did this situation come about? In other
words, how is it that the main trend is to give
up the path of compromise with the Indian ruling
classes? Can we say that this is strange phenomena? Or does it have some social and political
basi s in India? The truth of the matter is that
this situation has come about due to some-very
basic changes in the Indian body politics. For
years, the "Communist" Party of India led the
o~PJs:ltion in terms o.~ a viable and real alternative for the p'30p~e. Bu'; this "C"PI was basically against revolution and ended up By being a
faithful toady of the Indian ntling classes. Today
it is one of the great supporters of the Indian
government. Moreover as the Soviet Union became an imperialist power after the death of the
great revolutionary aild friend of the Indian' peo- .
..:. pIe, Comrade stalin, so also the IudimI ruling
classes came more and mOre to depend ou the
strength of an imperialist Soviet Union for their
continued survival. So it was not lmtil the Naxallxui event of 1967 tha.t t~le Iudiml people were

presented with the real revolutionary alternative.
And what was the real significance of the Na:xalbari events? It was this. That the real opposition
to the Indian government can only be organised
by the armed overthrow of the Indian state. Right
after, the character of the spontaneous outbursts. changed, radically. No more petitions, or
useless processions. But this time real fighting -- armed combat against the state forces.
The Provincial Armed Constabulary revolt in
1973, the Gujarat people's uprising and the Bihar
movement and the recent killing of 20-30 policemen by people of Delhi all have !hi§. in commono
Behind these spontaneous outbursts, particularly the fact that these are armed struggles
against the Indian state, lie the very widespread
and popular hold of the general line of the Na:xalbari movement. That is, armed overthrow of
the Indian state. It is for this reason, that the
Indian government is extremely panicky about
the situation. Today it has greatly increased the
repressive apparatus of the Indian state. The
army of India is the third largest in the world
and is being used mainly for internal security
pu:rposes. The other tiers of the security apparatus, such as Border Security Force, the Central
Reserve Police and the Research and Analysis
Viing of the Central Bureau of Investigation are
all being reinforced.
The momentum of these spontaneous outbursts
is just beginning. At the same time these spontaneous outbursts are not taking place by themselves. The India.'l go'/ermnen: Ius ackl10wledJed
that armed struggle led by the Communist Party
of India (Marxist-Leninist) is taking place in
six states of India. Armed struggle led by the
communist revolutionaries coupled with the
high level of spontaneous outbursts against
the Indian government are an excellent combination . in favour of the people's liberation.
Together, these two vital forces can devastate
the Indian state and its backers in the Soviet
Union.
These spontaneous outbursts are like fresh
rain on the land. New and fresh shoots are bound
to come up in the fertile soil of resistance to the
Indian state. All cilory and welcome to the new
wave of spontaneous outbursts! Long live the
high spirit of resistance, the great courage and
fighting resolve ofthe Indian people!
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THE BREAT CULTURAL REVOLUTION'
-In commemoration of the 10th anniversary of the 'May 16, 1966
by the Editorial Departments of "Renmin Ribao,"

T

EN years ago, the May 16 Circular of the Central
Committee of the Communist Party of China was
drawn up under the personal guidance of OU1' great
leader Chairman Mao, This brilliant Marxist document
sounded the clarion call for the Great Proletarian ·Cul.
tural Revolution and illuminated the rourse of its
triumphant advance. Today, having won gre.a t victories
in the struggle to criticize Teng Hsiao-ping and repulse
the Right deviationist wind to reverse correct verdicts,
we warmly eelebrate the 10th anniversary of the Gl'eat
Cultural Revolutio~ and restudy the Circular, which
gives us a deeper understanding of the neeessity and
far-reaching significance of the revolution and gl'eater
cOnfidence to persevere in continuing the revolution
under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The Circular was drawn up in the fierce struggle
between the proletarian headquarters headed by Chairman Mao and the bourgeois headquarters . with Liu
Shao-chi as its chieftain. It incisively criticized Liu
Sha<H:hi's counter-revolutionary revisionist line, exposed the l'eactionary essence of the "February Qutline'
Report,"· refuted the fallacies against the Great Cultural
Revolution spread by those Party persons in power tak·
ing the capitali'lt l'oad, armed the whole Party with the
Marxist-Leninist theory of class struggle and prolet81'ian'
dlctatol'ship, and called on us to expose and criticize the:
bourgeois represel1tatives in the Party 'and seize that
portion of leadership they had usurped, The 'fohrlula~
tion of the Circular proclaimed the bankruptcy of the
"February Outline Report." Since then the. Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution has been forging ahead
vigorously.
Chairman Mao has pointed out: "We couldn't do
without the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution."
This great revolution, which had been brewing for a
long .time, was the inevitable outcome of the acute
struggle between the two classes, the two roads and the
two lines. For years the renegade, hidden traitor and
scab Liu Shao-chi and company had made frenzied
efforts to push the counter-revolutionary revisionist line
and stubbornly stuck to the capitalist road. They did
their utmost to oppose Chairman Mao's revolutionary
line on all fronts: clamouring abOut capitalists "having
medts in carrying out exploitation" and about "con·
solidating the new-democratic order"; drastically
slashing the number of co-operatives and practising
san zi yi bao··; lauding to the skies the reactionary films
inside Story of the Ching Court and The Life of Wu.
Hsun; and resisting the criticism of the play Hai Jui
Dismissed From Office. For a period of time Liu Shaochi's bourgeois headquarters was in control of Pal'ty
powel' and the power in the cuitural and propaganda
fields and in many localities. Capitalism and revisioJ,lism wet'e rampant in the ideological and cultural departments under its control. Hordes of ihosts and monsters
came out into the open and filled our press, radio, books

/

Mao Tsetung Thought, the guiding light
of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, belongs not just to the Chinese people but to the entire international proletariat. Marxism-LeDinism-Mao Tsetung
Thought is the theoretical basis guiding
-the thinking of the Marxist-Leninist parties the world over. Likewise it is fully
applicable to the United states and is the
indispensible guide 'of the U. S. MarxistLeninists. In this issue of Workers' Advocate, we continue our policy of printing
the important documents of the class
struggle led by Chairman Mao against the
capitalist roaders in China. The article
reprinted here, "The Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution Will Shine Forever",
commemorates the May 16,1966 Circular
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, which was an important document in laying down Chairman
Mao's line and poliCies for the cultural
revolution. In the May 12,1976 issue of
The Workers Advocate we reprinted the
May 16 Circular itself.

and works of literature and art, A grave situation in
which the bourgeoisie exercised dictatorship over the
pt'Oletariat developed in certain spheres in the supel'stt'ucture, Material incentives and "bonuses in command" were widely practised to lure people to the
capitalist road, In a fairly large majority of factories
and enterprises, leadership was not in the hands of
real r-.lm'xists and the masses of workers, Our socialist
economic base was not solid. If the Great Cultural
Rev.olution had not taken place, it would not have taken
long before a counter-revolutionary restOl'ation on a
national scale would inevitably occur, our Party would
tum into a l'evisionist party, and the whole of China
would change its political colour,
With great Marxist-Leninist insight, Chairman Mao
perceived in good time the grave danger that the
capitalist-roaders in the Party wel'e subverting the
dictatorship of the proletariat, Chairman Mao pointed
ouf in the Circular: "Tbose representatives of the
bourgeoisie who ha~'e sneaked into the Party, the
government. the army and various spheres of cul·
ture are a bunch of counter-revolutionary revi·
siollists. Once conditions are ripe, they Wi1I seize
political power and turn the dictatorship of the
proletariat into a dictatorship of the bourgeoisie." In
the course of the present struggle to beat back the Right
deviatlonist attempt to reverse correct verdicts, Chairman Mao has again pointed out: "You are making the
sodalist revolution, and yet don't know where the bourgeoisie is. It is right in the Communist Party - those in
power taking the eapitalist road. The capitalist·roaders
are still on the capitalist road." In these important
instructions, Chairman Mao has profoundly analysed the
changes in the class relations and the characteristics of
class struggle during the period of socialism, advanced
the scientific thesis that the bourgeoisie is in the Communist Pal~, developed ~larxism-Leninism and further
clarified fOl' us the orientation for continuing the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
In the past decade we have waged struggles against
Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao awi Teng Hsiau-ping. All these
struggles have PI'OVed that the bourgeoisie is indeed
inside the Communist Party, The capitalist-roaders
in the Party are the bourgeoisie's main force in its
trial of strength with the pl'olet~riat and in its efforts
to l 'e~101'e capitalism, The Cl'llX of the matter here lies
in the fact that these capitalist-roaders are persons in
powel' who have sneaked into the very structure of the
dictatorship of the proletariat. Chieftains of the revi·
sionist line, like Liu Shao-chi, Lin Piao and Teng Hsiaoping, hold a very large proportion of the Party and state
power, They are thus in a position to turn'instruments
of the dictatorship of the proletariat into instruments
for exel'cising dictatol'ship over the proletariat, and theyare therefore' even mm'e ruthless in their efforts to rc.
store capitalism than the bourgeoisie outside the Party.
They could use the power in their hands to recruit
deserters and renegades,' form cliques to pursue their
own selfish interests, rig up a bourgeois headquarters,
work out a revisionist line and push it from top to
bottom, They could consolidate and extend bourgeois
right, P1'Ot<:l;t their own inter.e sts, namely, the interests
of the "high officials" who practise, revisionism,
embezzle and squander huge amounts of social wealth,
energetically engage in capitalist activities, undermine
and disrupt the socialist relations of produetion, Don·
ning the cloak of Marxism-Leninism and flaunting all
sorts of ensigns, they are able to mislead for a time a
number of people who lack an understanding of the
real situation and do not have a high level of con·
• The "Fcbruary Outlinc Report" refers to the "Outline
Report on the Currcnt Academic Discussion Made by thc
Group of Fh·c in Charge of the Cultural Revolution" which
was approved for distribution on Febl'uary 12, 1966 to the
whole Party by the eoul9l.er-l'evolutionary revisionist Pcng
Chen who employed the most dishonest methods, acted
arbitrarily, abused his powel's and usun)Cd the name of the
Party Central Committee. This outline rep •. l't I)pp",,,d
cal'!'ying the socialist re\'olulion throllgh to the end. opposeci
the lillc furmulated by the Centl'al CommIttee of tJh' P'~rty
headed h.\' Comrade l\I:.o Tsetung r"r carrying nut the
Cultural

n. . . '·ulutinl1,

attad\.~d

the pl'olctnrian Lei'l ,HH!
shielded the b(.urJ.!e,,'s Hightists, and its ,lim was II) prcp"i"C

public opinion for the l'es\ol"ation of eapilalbm. It. "",,s "
reflection or bOlll'geois ideology In tho.; PariY "nu "ilS
out'and-out revisionism. - T ·,.,
•• This refers to the extension 'Jf p]I)ts for pd\·,n ...· usc'
and of free markets, the incrca~e of smull cnlc' q~,':"" with
sole responsibility for their own profits 01" Jr,,,,..,,, lind lh,'
fixing of farm output quotns for individual h.,t!". !·; .. l.!,
with each on its own, - Tr.

sciousness, deceiving them into following their revi.
sionist line, In short, they are political representatives
of the bourgeoisie and, in their trial of strength with
the proletariat, they are commanders of all social forces
and cliques that resist the socialist l'evolution and
oppose and undermine socialist conStruction.•
Teng Hsiao.ping, the arch unrepentant capitalist.
l'Oader in the Party, played the commander's role
in vehemently stirl'ing up the Right deviationist
wind which . culminated in the counter-revolutionary
political incident at Tien An Men Square. Before the
Great Cultural Revolution he was Jhe No,2 chieftain of
Liu Shao-chi's bourgeois headquarters, The two bourgeois headquarters of Liu Shao-chi and Lin Piao were
smashed during the Great Cultural Revolution and,
when Teng Hsiao-ping was criticized by the masses, his
words flowed in a spate of vows, such as "I'll mend my
ways" and "I'll never reverse the vel'diet." But, once
he reswned work and was in powel', he threw off his
disguise and, v/ith hatred grown tenfold and frenzy
increased a hundredfold, brought all hi.~ experience in
counter-revolutionary political struggle into play, cook.
ing up a programme, preparing public opinion and
mounting an organized and planned attack on the
Party, with the speal'head directed at OU1' great leader
Chairman Mao.
"Take the three directives as the key link" - this
was Teng Hsiao-ping's political programme for reversing
correct verdicts and restoring capitalism, Preaching the
the-ory of the dying out of class struggle and the theory
l,r productive forces, this revisionist pl'Ogramme opposes
taking class struggle as the key link and denifs the
Party's basic line and the necessity tor the Great CulIUI'al Revoiution. Teng Hsiao-ping attempted to makc
it the "general progl'Clmme rm' all work" for a long time '
t.o come and to impose it on the whole Party and the
people throughout the country in order to pave the w,;y
for an all-round restoration of capitali~m,
"Seize ideological positions" - thi.~ . was a move
l'eng Hsiao-ping took to prepare public opinion for his
!!cheme to reverse correct verdicts and restore capitalism.
After he came to power, especially during last July, August and September and afterwards, political rumours
WCl'e afloat and strange tales passed around here, there
and everywhel'e in society, All these rumouri> and
strange tales originated with Teng Hsiao-ping and were
fabricated by Tcng's nnTIotlr-mongering company, Teng
Hsiao-ping and his followel's fevedshly created counter"evolutionary public opinions by various base means to
hoodwink the people and create splits. In doing this,
they spearhe.:ded their attack at the Party Central
C,)mmittee headed by Chairman Mao and raised a hue
<lnd cry to clear the way for Teng Hsiao-ping to usurp
the Party leadcrship and seize state power.
"The first and foremost thing is to grasp leading
bodies" - this. was the organizational meaSUl'e Teng
Hsiao-ping adopted in his attempt to reverse correct
verdicts and restore capitalism, He opposed the setting
up of "three-in-one" revolutionary leading bodies,
:.' t tacked and pushed aside the old, middle-aged and
young cadres who upheld Chairman Mao's revolutionary
line, mustered unrepentant capitalist-raadel's and put
them in important positions, and knocked together
"restorationist legions" in his attempt to reverse correct
vCl'dicts and restorc capitalism, He did his utmost to
keep in the Party reneg~~des and special agents, wh!)
had been identified as such during the Great Cultural
Revolution, so th"t they could stage a comcba~k SO,11 l?lime in the future,
"Carry out all-round rectification" - this W8.S the
pbn of action Teng Hsiao-ping mapped out for his
~cheme to reverse COlT~ci verdicts and restore capitalism.
The moment he i,;~ued the order for "rectification,:' the
,<inister wind 10 r('vel'St~ correct vel'dids spl·an~~ up.
Through Hn:'clific;ltiun"! he ainlcu at nl~ll·:ing a ch"an
sweep of Chuil'm,m Ivbu·s revulutiol1a:oy line and pol~dc.,-:, the achievC'I11Cnis (Jr the Cil.'C;1t Cultul' •• 111( ~ v()lL11:un
~tnd the s·upcriOl'ilY or the ~oei;:llj,si ~ystCl!l. Th.~ ; ,~(J-c;.t11('(1
) · (·:: tifie~Uon V':;l~ in ess('!")ce an atb-"t:k on the pl',-,lctal'iat
by the bourgc()i~ic H)1d un attenlpt at capi lU1i··;t !'L."; '~~,l'a 1!<.:n.

All these ads b\' '1'. ng Hsho-ping \\ IT" :l. cnDt;!111 ' \l i"n
development (Jf the !'CiH.:tional'Y ··Ft.:'brual'>r ()ul1ine
l~l'port," V\rhich Chaii'il1~i.n ]Vlno had nln.::"ldy c~·iticiz~·:-1 in
1. L~ CircuLal·. Teng I-I.~jao-ping·s "taking th2 lhrLc dil"cctivcS ,':5 the kc·y link" i£ a carbon copy of lhe r(;vi:;ioni :,t
line which the Ci .. ,. ·,rai' dc!',cI'ibes as ·'eomllit· ~dy
(it:nying thut the 'l'n-ral thousand y(~ars ()f human
~J.nd

history art' a hi-Iury or (,lass 'trugglt'," "cum"ll'l.-ly

(kllying the

da'~

,:1n,~gl('

Il[

the lJrulefariat again,( the
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WILL SHINE FOR EVER
"Circular" of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China
"Hongqj" ond "J i'e fongiun Boo"
LHll1~e"i"ie. the praletarian n'\'ollltion against the lu,llrgcui<ic and the tlirtat.,r~hip of the proletariat o\'('r the
hourgl'oi~je,"
The Ci /' (' lI lar CXPDS( 'S Peng Chen for
u('libera tely ~pl'ea ding rumours to divcrt p(! ople ll'l ,m
the tal get of th e otru g,((le a nd scathingly denoun c," his
"redif icati on campaig n" a s one ai med at attat:kil1!; the
p/'(Jle tal'ian Left :md shielding the bourgeois Righ t i~ts_
T('ng H ~ i a o-ping Wt' nt ~ tiJl fUl'th('I'- His line is a ( '{ )11tinua tion of the co;;nlel'-l'evolu[iomll-y revisioni,; t line
pu!'hcd by Liu ~h a o-chi ;md Lin Piao _ If this line w(,l'e
followed , not only would the achievements of the Gl'eat
Cultural Revolution b0 nullified but those of the Chinese
revolution as ~ whc!e w o uld aIm go by the board_ The
capitalist l'oad taken py Tmg Hsiao-ping wculd lead
bnck to the semi-colonial and :-emi-feurial old Chin" and
I educe China to a n appendage of imp ~l'iaJi s m and
"ociai-impel'ialism, A ~ Chair m:.n Mao pointed out
i n the Circulm' \\ hen h e criti cized the representati\-e, of
the bourgeoisie : "They aTe faithful lackeys of the hourgellhie and the imperiaii~tt;. -Together with the bourgeoi~ie and the imperiati~ t<;, tht'y ding to the bourgeois
ideology of oppression and exploitation of tbe proletariat
and to tile capitalist system, and they oppose Marxi~t
Leninist ideology and the socialist system"; "their
struggle against us is one of life and death, and there
is no question of equality, Therefore, our shllggle
against them, too, call be nothing but a life-and-death
struggle,"

The tremendous historic merits of the Great Proietarian Cultural Revolution p ersonally initia ted and led
by Chairman Mao lie in the fact that the schem e of the
bourgeoisie inside the Pa rty ,to restore capitalism was
smashed resolutely and in good time, its counter-n,:volutionary revisionist line was criticized and that portion of
the Party and state leadership it had usur ped was seized
back, thereby ensuring that our country continues to
advance along Chairman Mno's revolutionary line, The
Great Cultural Revo~ution's merits also lie in solving,
in both theory and practice, the cardinal question 'in the
contempor ary intel'l1a tional communist movement,
/la mely, h ow to co n ~ol id a te the dictatorship of the proletariat and prevent the restoration of capitalism, Hundreds of millicns of workers, peasa nts and soldiers, revol utionary cadres and revolutionary intellectuals have
t:ome to realize evet' more deeply that the Great Cultural Revolution "is absolutely necessary and most
timely," They W el.! mly h a il: "The Great Cultural Revolution is excellent!" Only unrepentant capitalistroaders like Teng H~i::-,o -p ing ha rbour bitter hatred for
it Bent on settling old scores and reversing the correct
appraisal of the Grea t Cul1ural Revolution, he offended
the great majority of people, They do not agree with
him nor will they allow him to carryon, "Reversing
correct verdicts goes against the will of the people."
The will of the pcople, the Party and the Party members
is for continuing the revolution nnd against reslnration
and retrogl'ession_ It is pl-ecisely for this reason that
the great struggle personally initiated and led by Chairman Mao to repulse the Right deviationist attempt to
reverse correct verdicts has won the wholehearted support of the entire.Party, the whole army and the people
throughout the country, The struggle has the full approval of the people and is to their gl'eat satisfaction,
Those who nttempted
reverse correct verdicts and
settle old scores were exh'emely isolated and were soon
brought to defeat

to

We have won great victories, but the struggle has not
come to an' end_ The struggle to criticize Teng Hsiaoping's counter-revolutionary revisionist line must be
carried on in depth, We must nevcr slacken our fighting
wilL The handful of class enemies will not be reconciled
to their defeaL Drawing lessons from their failure, they
are studying tactics and methods of how to deal with us,
h~qRw~~~"

The l'cvolutionary people must be £oberly aware

0[

this_

Chairman Mao has pr,inted out: "Lenin spokc of
a bourgl'ois ~ tatc \\ithout capitalists to safeguard bourgcl)is right. We ourselves have built just such
a state, not much different from the old society: there
arc ranks and grades, ei~ht grmles of wages, di~, tribu
tion according to work, and cxC:lange of.equal values,"
As l o n~ as these conditions still exist, as long as c1us-,es,
class contradictions and cbss struggle exist and as long
as the influcn ces of the boul-gcoisie and international
impcrialism and re\-isionism exist, the historical phenom0non that "the capitalist-roadcrs are still on the
ca~italist road" will remain for a long time to come_
On the first anniversary of the Circular, Chairman )\;{ow
gave us this admonition: "The present Great Cultural
Revolution is only thc first; there will inevitably be
many more in the future," During the current struggle
to repulse the Right deviclionist attempt to reverse correct verdicts, Chairman Mao has again pointed out:
"After the democratic revolution the workers and the
poor and lower-middle peasants did not stand stilI, th ::y
'want revolution, On the other hand, a number of Party
members do not ",'flnt to go forward; some have n11n'cd
backward and opposed the revolution. Why? Because
they have become high officials and want to protect the
interests of the high officials," "Will there be need for
revolution a hundred years from now? Will there still
be need for revolution a thousand years from now?
There is always need f.or re,-olution, There are ah~'ay,
sections of the people who feel themselves opprcs:>ed;
junior officials, students, worl,ers, peasants and soldiers
den't \i!:c bigshots oppressing tbem. That's why tb~y
want revalution_ Will contradictions no longer 00 seen
tcn thousand years from now? Why not? They will
still be seen_" Therefore, we must prepare , olll'sclves
ideol ogically for a protracted struggle against the
capitalist-roaders ,and for continuing the revolut ion
unper the dictatorship of the proletariat.
buildin~

Chairman Mao said at the beginning of this year:
"Without struggle, there is no progress.'~ "Cnn 800
million people manage without struggle?!" The ten
years of the Great Proletadan Cultural Revolution
was a decade in which we adva nced through struggle and brought tremendous changes to our country, Studying Marxism-LeninisRl-Mao Tsetung Thought
in the course of struggle, :1Und\'ed5 of millions of people
have greatly raised their consciousness in combating and
preventing revisionism and continu ing the revolution;
Chairman Mao's pl'oletarian revolutionary line has
found its way evpn deeper into the hearts of the people,
By getting rid of the stale and t"king in the fresh, our
Party has grown in strenglh hnrl become more vigorous
than ever_ Our al'my has grown stronger, after going
through new tests and making fresh contributions to the
people in "supporting industry, ~upporting agriculture,
supporting the broad masses of the Left, exercising milifary control, and giving political and military training,"
The militia haS contributed to the consolidation of proletarian dictatorship through participation in the
struggle to defend the motherland and in class struggle
in society_ The "three-in-one" combination of the old;
middle-aged r.nd young has been adopted in the leading
bodies at all levels, and millions upon millions of successors to the proletarian revolutionary cause are
steeling themselves. and maturing in the course of,
stl'Uggle in accordance with the five requirements put
fOl'Ward by Ch:::irman Mao_ The ~ocialist revolution in
education, literature and art, medical and health workJ
science and technology has advanced in giant strides in
the course of the acute struggle betwecn the two lines:
Vast numbers of educated youth h:1\'e gone eagerly to
settle in the countryside, and cadres at all levels have
persevered in taking the May 7 road_ The mass move-

m'2nts to learn from Tachai in agriculture and to learn
from Taching in industry have surged ahead, Agriculture, industry and the entire national economy are
thriving_ Our great mothcrl:!nd is a flourishing scen~
of prosperity, The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolu~
tion has further released the encl'gies of the people
in their hundl'eds of millions_ The tremendous impact
of this revolution, which is just beginning to show
itself, will make itself felt with greater force with th~
deepening of the revolution_
We must continue our triumphant:- advance and
carry forward the excellent siiuation, The broad masses
of Party members, cadres and other people must con~
scientiously study Chairman Mao's important instruc-:
Eons concerning the Great Cultural Revolution and the
struggle to rcpul~e the Right deviationist ,attempt, study.
the theory of continuing the revolution under the dic~
tatorship of the proietariat, get a clear understanding
of the qUb ti' ;!) -; of where the bourgeoisie is to be found
and enforcing all-round dictatorship over the bourgeoisie;
and persist in combating and preventing revisionism and
c~nHnuing the !'c'.'olllti,m_ We must acquire a profound
\lnder~tandiJ~g of the brilliant victories and tremendous
signiIicf{nce of t he Great Cultural Revolution, whole,,:
heartedly sup p~)rt the socialist new things, and con~
solidate a!ld de velop the achievements of the Great Cul~
tural Revolution_ We must deepen the criticism of Teng
Hsiao-ping, beat back the Right deviationist attempt to
reverse correct verdicts and deal resolute blows at all
counter-revolutionary disruptive activities, We must
unite over 95 per cent of the cadres and of the m<:sses
under the general objective of criticizing Teng Hsiaoping, and continue to do a good job in the revolution
in the superstructure and the economic base, We must
"grasp revolution, promote production and other work
and preparedness against war" and continuously advance socialist construction in all fields,
The proletariat is full of revolutionary optimism,
We have faith in dial~tics, We firmly believe that "the
supersession of the old by the new is a general, eternal
and inviolable lalf of the universe." (Mao Tsetung:
On Contradiction_) However many twists and turns
there are on the road of revolution and however many
ups and downs it encounters, the truth of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought is irresistible and the
masses of the people who account for over 95 per cent
of the population invariably want revohltion, Revolution will inevitably triumph over reaction and the newborn over the decadent - this is a law of history_ It is
just, over a century since the founding of Mal?(ism, and
the old world baa been shattered to pieces_ Today,
capitalism and revisionism are declining like "a settint
sun in the west wlnd." The clowns who go against the
tide of history may have their own way for a time but
will eventually be , swept on to the garbage heap of
history b!' the people. As Marx and Engels stated, :'Ita
{the bourgeoisie's] fall alld tbe vietoI'y of the proletariat
are equally iDevitabie.H (Manifesto of the Communist
PaTty,) While commemorating the 10th anniversary of
the ,Circular, we are full of revolutionary pride as we
look back on the course of struggle of the Great Cultural Revolution, view the excellent situation in which
"orioles sing, swallows dart," and look forward to the
bright future when "the world is being turned upside
down," Under the leadership of the Party Central Committee headed by Chairman Mao, we are determined to
persevere in taking class struggle as the key link arut
carry the continued revolution under the dictatorship
of the prolet8rlat through to the end,
Chairman Mao's proletarian revolutionary line is
invincible, and our advance cannot be stoppedl

i'he Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution will
shine- for everl

~V~lm_________________________________________

LEBANON
Continued from page 10
cial-unperialists would very much like the
world to believe that they are not behind the
Syrian invasion and to hide their bloody tracks.
The superpowers and the zionists are not
only upset because the Palestinians and their
allies are fighting .so valiantly, but also because
the fedayeen are becoming ever more steeled
in battle. 4fter every attempt to liquidate the
Palestinian revolution, the Palestinian revolution emerges stronger than before. The zionists
are waiting in dread for the day that the Palestinian guerrillas' bands are free from the fighting in Lebanon. Mordechai Gur, Lieutenant
GeaeraI of the Israeli" defense" forces, who is
consumed with this dread, recently lamented;

"so we must e"Pect if the fighting ends in Lebanon, these forces (the Palestinian commandoes) will be turned against us" and the northern border will become ever more difficult
for the Israelis. Clearly, the two superpowers
and their puppet state of Israel have lifted a
rock only to drop it on their own feet.
Revolutionary workers and oppressed people
in the U. S. I The Palestinian revolution is in a
very dangerous situation. U. S. imperialism
and Soviet social-imperialism, the common
enemies of the American and Arab people, are
attacking our Palestinian brothers and stabbing
them in the back. Presently U. S. imperialism
is threatening an invasion of Lebanon. In this
grave situation, we must increase our support
for the Palestinian revolution which stands in

~yI~!9~

the van of anti-imperialist struggle. We must
increase our struggle against the anti-Arab
plots of the two superpowers.
DEA TH TO U. S. IMPERIALISM, s)VlET
s)CIAL-IMPERIALISM AND ISRAELI
- ZIONISM
-- !
LONG LIVE THE GLORIOUS PALESTINIAN
REVOLU'ItON I
LONG LIVE TIlE STRUGGLE OF THE
ARAB PEOPLE AGAINST THE SUPERPOWERS AND ZIONISM I

End.

------------
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MBT,A Police in Boston Atfempt to Suppress Revolutionary
Leaflet Exposing Fascist Anti - Busing Movement
On April 28th, the Metropolitan Boston Transit
Authority police, part of the monopoly capitalist
state machine (government) in Boston, attacked
three communists of the COUSML while they
were distributing leaflets opposing the fascist
anti-busing movement in Boston.
Why were these three young communists attacked by the state? What did these comrades do
about the reactionary violence of the state?
The reason why the state attacked was because
COUSML, as it has always done, was among the
'people giving communist analysis of the problems confronting the people. In particular, on
this occasion, they were among the Afro-American people at one of the transportation centers
in the heart of the Afro-American community
exposing who the real trouble-makers in Boston
are. A major problem facing the American working class and the entire Afro-American people
and all progressive people at this time is to defeat the racist and fascist anti-busing movement.
In order to do so it is necessary to point out who
are the orgailizers of this movement. The real
trouble-makers are the monopoly capitalist
class and its state machine who have created
the conditions for this movement, furnished city
counsellors, school committeemen and state
representatives to lead it, and guaranteed it certain "victories" by retreating before the fascist
threats of the scum who compose R. O. A. R. and
the other racist anti-busing groups. The political
representatives of the monopoly capitalist class
have worked overtime to do this. "Liberal" Boston mayor Kevin White has acted as town booster
for the racists, attempting every liberal bourgeois political deception at his command to
"prove" that integration of the schools is a failure. Monopoly capitalist chieftain Gerald Ford
is continually mumbling that-he, too. has always
been against "forced busing".
The purpose of this racist and fascist antibusing movement is to attack the Afro-American
people, as well as the entire working class. The
monopoly capitalist ruling class wishes to strip
the Afro-American people of all their hardfought gains achieved through two decades of
glorious struggle waged since the Montgomery
bus boycott. In particular they want to turn the
clock back on the process of integrating the public schools, return to "separate but equal" segregation and weaken the forward march of the
entire working class toward united struggle
against their class enemy. By organizing the
fasCist anti-busing movemmt the U. S. monopoly
capitalist class and their state machine stir up
contradictions and confusion among the peopi e
thereby making it easier to escalate their economic and political attacks on the working class,
which inc!udes using the son~ and daughters of
American workers, Black and white, as cannon
fodder in the imperialist war they are preparing
against the other imperialist superpower.
Two days before the police attacks on
COUSML, close to 4000 leaflets denouncing the
fasci!'!t anti-busing movement and exposing who
the real trouble-makers are had been distributed in many areas of Boston and Cambridge.
(The leaflet was reproduced in the last issue of
The Workers' Advocate.) This militant mass
work was done on April 26th. Because of the
worm response of the people COUSML decided
to return to certain areas ,and continue the mass
distribution of the same leaflet. After about 15
minutes of mass work by three comrades at the
transportation center in Roxbury, right in the
heart of the' Afro-American "ghetto" in Boston,
and while the comrades were holding brief discussions with people from the area, the MBTA
police approached the comrades and told them
to leave and began pushing and shoving one comrade.
How did the COUSML supporte~s respond to

this unprovoked fascist attack? The comrade
being pushed took a resolute stand and refused
to be intimidated. The comrades all denounced
the police and told them to move on and that the
American worldng class had the right to read •
- the Marxist-Leninist analysis of the fascist
anti-busing movement. This simple refusal to
be intimidated threw the police into utter confusion and they quickly left. After another 10
minutes of leafleting the same two MBTA police
returned in a Boston Police cruiser with two reinforcements. The three supporters of COUSML
had made a conscious decision to stand firm,
had made ' their plans to defend themselves
against the coming attack, and many Afro-American people and other national minOrity people
began to gather near the area where the three
stood. The COUSML supporters continued calling
out militant slogans denouncing the racist and
fascist anti-busing movement and more leaflets
were distributed. The four police goons approached one of the comrades, Comrade Michael
Campbell, and told him to leave or he would be
arrested. The comrade demanded the police explain to the people why the communists were
not allowed to expose the nature of the fascist
anti-busing movement to the people. The four
police could not utter a word and began to go
into a frenzy; they lunged at the young communist and !mocked his leaflets to the ground. &J.ddenly Afro-American youth began picking up the
leaflets and started shouting to the comrade;
"We're with you!", "Fight them, fight them!"
And when the four police surrounded the comrade and started physically assaulting him the
comrade fought back. As the fight went on, the
other comrades continued distributing the leaflet
and organized a small mass democracy with the
40 or so people that gath~l:~g around. One of the
comrades explained to the peOple why the communist was being attacked and that it is right to
stand up against the monopoly caPitalist state
machine. As the fight went on, militant AfroAmerican youth darted in and out of the fighting
yelling support to the comrade telling him especially to keep on fighting.
Finally, the four police managed to get the .
comrade on the ground and hand-cuff him at
which point he ,took breath and shouted: "Long
live the American working class, Long live the
unity of the Afl!O-American people and the entire
Americari. working class!" More police had arrived on the scene by which time it had become
amply clear that communist resistance and titfor-tat struggle against the state wins warm and
abundant support from the people and puts the
reactionary forces of the monopoly capitalist
state in complete disarray. Even after the fight
when Comrade Campbell had.been put in a police
car, Afro-American youth surrounded the car
with warm smiles giving the r~volutionary fist
sign.
The attack on the three young comrades once
again proved in front of the people that the fascist anti-busing ~ovement is state-organized
'a nd protected and that the state will have to be
opposed to defeat this fascist movement. The
comrades were all greatly inspired by the milltant spirit and response of the Afro-American
people to their leaflet and to their method of
work in doing revolutionary propaganda.
For opposing the fascist anti-busing mdvement, Comrade Campbell was charged with
trespassing, resisting arrest and assault and
battery on a police officer.
In district court, where these unjust charges
were tried, the comrade held that, as a communist, the best way to hancD.e the trial would be
to defend himself rather than use a lawyer. He
did not beg or bargain for a good deal and did
not take the position of cowering and hoping the
state would not notice our politiCS. Throughout

the trial, he was openly communist and upheld
the right to go among the masses to disseminate
anti-fascist literature. By.defending himself in
court, the comrade was able to develop further
the position taken at the time of the arrest: that
the fascists have no right to attack and arrest
those who are opposing racism and fascism. The
comrade upheld forthrightly that he would defend
himself even though the judge repeatedly warned
him against it. The comrade stated, "I am a
communist ~ I intend to defend myself. "
The basic point' on which the trial was conducted by the comrade was that the arrest had been
made because of the content of the leaflet, because it was anti-racist and anti-fascist, and
!that it directly opposed and exposed the government-organized anti-busing ~ovement. The
leaflet served to clear up one or two points for
the masses about the state-organized nature of
the fascist anti-bus~g movement. The fascists'
entire campaign in the anti-busing movement is
based on mystifying just who are the real troublemakers and, thereby, they create maximum conditions for sections of the working class to fight
each other. During the trial the comrade stauncbly upheld that the arrest had been entirely arbitrary and was based on the police !mowing full
well that the content of the leaflet was, as the
police put it at the arraignment, "pro-busing".
The testimony of the police was put forward in
the most deceitflll and snivelling manner; how the
comrade had "lunged" at him and "struck" him.
The comrade asked bj.m to explain why in all
the previous hours of leafleting the communists
had not "lunged at" or "struck" anyone and yet
chose him. He had no answer for this and simply moaned further about his "broken glasses".
Also during the trial the attorney for the state
attempted to oppo se the point that the content of
the leaflet was a decisive factor in the attack.
He jumped up, attempting to discredit the comrade's testimony, and a~ed that the police
were making the arrest Simply for trespassing
and had no lmowledge of the content of the leaflet. We have only to look back on. the crowd on
the day of the arrest. The masses fully supported
the comrade and his fighting Spirit against the
fascists and fully opposed the police and their
response to the fight had been to rush to pick up
the spilled leaflets from the ground, many of
which were wet and soiled, in order to read the
content. It was completely clear to the masses
that there must be something in the leaflet which
would cause the police to act so viciously and
they wanted to see itf It was this content, a vigorous denunciation of the government-organized
fascist anti-busing movement, that was the key
factor to the support of the masses for the comrades and also explains the arrest.
'
The trial ended with the court legalizing the
terrorist police attack on Comrade Campbell by
finding him guilty of one charge, "trespassing",
and fining him $100. This further exposed how
the police and courts grant all privileges to the
open reactionaries to organize, spread racist
propaganda and go on pogroms against the AfroAmertcan people,. while concocting one arbitrary
rule and regulation after another to justify fascist suppression of the resistance of the broad
masses and particularly of the exposure of the
fascist and state-organized nature of the antibusiIlg movement. The comrades of the Boston
Branch of the 'COUSML pledged themselves to
continue their struggle to make analysis of this
anti-people movement and to disseminate this
analysis militantIY'UIltil all the liberal mystifications and confusions disappear and the fascist
anti-busing movement, directly organized by the
state, is thoroughly smashed up and destroyed.
,
End.

T~E,

The theory about it is that it is the same thing
that the government and the anti-busing movement say: they say busing, and Black people,
are the cause of increased racial tension. That
is, they say Black p~ple are provoking racism.
Of course this is all wrong. You don't have to
provoke racists into attacking you. So it is just
to resist.
The third point is resistance is not just a
matter of a few individuals or even just the people here, that it is taking place throughout the
community. This re~istance is changing the
situation. For example, it was the organized resistance of parents and stUdents -- and not
Judge Gordon and the National Guard -- that opposed the sabotage of the busing plan by the
school board and forced the integration of the
schools. Similarly at Phillip Morris the KKK
tried to attack us, scare us away, and isolate
us from the workers, yet through our resista,nce
they were the ones who ran off, and were exposed and isolated. So at this time, it is said
that the anti-busing movement is losing strength
and I think it is true. The reason for this is both
that it i!3 daily exposing itself more and more as
not just anti-busing, but racist and fascist, and
also that it is being daily opposed and resisted.

Beset with all kinds of problems, it is trying to
make a comeback by launching its attacks with
the help of the police -- we must be on guard
and respond and must resist.
The fourth point is that it is said both the attackers and the resisters are just some crazy
wild people fighting it out. So why do these attacks take place, and resistance to them? Is it
a matter of a few crazy people? No. We say it
is a class question -- the attacks serve the
capitalist class, and the resistance serves the
working class. The reason for saying this is
that the capitalist class faces economic crisis.
now, it is having great difficulty increasing its
profits. To save itself, it has to shift this burden onto the workers, and two ways of doing this
are unemployment and inflation -- attacks on
trade unions, etc. Likewise abroad the capitalists are facing problems and the threat of war
with the Soviet Union is very strong, for example, in 'Africa the U. S. and U. S. S. R. are
battling to see how the continent will be redivided.
To solve these problems of economic crisis
and war preparations, the capitalif;lts must
have no opposition from the people of this
country, and it is for this reason that the anti-

RESOLUTION OF LOUISVILLE MASS MEETING SUPPORTING RESISTANCE
(Reprinted below is the resolution passed by
out the community.
the mass meeting in Louisville.)
3. Their immediate aim is to stop the struggle
1. Recent weeks have witnessed an escalation
against racism by generating a climate of fear
of intimidation, harrassment and violent atand hJ\steria among the people, and to directly
tacks by bot1:1 the anti -busing movement and the
repress those who are fighting against racism.
police on the Black community and anyone who
The purpose of these attacks is to split Black
supports desegregation. These attacks include
and white people in their schools, communities,
dynamiting of homes, firebombing of schools,
and factOries, and thus preserve the rule of the
cross burnings, midnight phone calls, and virfch.
cious hate mail. Black students are subjected
4; This escalation of violent attacks has been
to attack in and on their way to and from their
. met with an escalation of Black-white unity in
schools. There has been a rash of police asthe struggle agamst racial discrimination and
saults, including a March 31 rampage in the
intimidation. Just as in September when the reWest End by several policemen, leaving one
sistance to cross burnings, stoning of school
woman seriously injured and extensive property
buses full of children, and general intimidation
damage.
,. 1 .
broke the racist school boycott and achieved
2. These attacks are a continuation of the vioinitiaI integratiOn of the scHOOls, now the prelence begun in September by the anti~busing
sent resistance is fully revealing the weakness
movement and are aimed at stopping desegreof the anti-busing movement and the strength of
gati9n of the schools. They reveal that the antithe people fighting racism.
busing· movement is not just against busing, but
5. The government stands fully exposed as beit is also for racial discrimination and violent
ing fully behind the anti -busing movement--its
attacks on Black people and progressive white
chief defender and supporter. While Hollenbach
people, and for the spread of reaction throughand Sloane. declare they are against bigotry,
.

q

COURT
Continued from page 15
Jim then got wild, claimed he had the right to do
anything and everything, and attacked the police!
But the falsity of this story was admitted by the
prosecution witnesses themselves. The next
witness, tlE~ security guard who had called the
police, admitted that he had not heard any threat
against Jim but had called the police simply in
order to suppress the communists from distributing their literature at the plant. Thus the
whole logic of the fascists tripped and fell down
over a single fact.
- (Also, during the course of the trial it was revealed that the company has TV cameras mounted on the roof to survey the area so as to be able
to single out progressive workers and attack
them. Using this camera it singled out and fired
eight workers during the wildcat strike at the
plant last fall. )
At this point, Com rade Jim himself testified
for .the defense. He pOinted out that the basic is. sue was t.he right. to distribute revolutionary literature among the workers. He pOint.ed out t.hat
it was only after the comrades of COUSML stood
up to and defeated the fascfsts at the plant gate
with active reSistance, tha.t the capitalists sent
their p:>lice to protect the fascists and suppress
the communists. He pointed out that this proved
clearly that the government. is the organizer and
protector of the fascist anti-busing movement.
After this, two workers from Phillip Morris
testified. The first of them pointed out that she
had seen the POliC0 attacking ·Comrade Jim. She
.,i. ...

,,-,1,1..J. •.'"l Lj'.'....._J ....

said that the workers at the plant were very angry at these attacks. She declared that people
have every right to distribute literature to the
workers. The second worker pointed out that she
had S-:len the CO'JSML supporters distributing
literature at the plant both before and after the
police attack on Comrade Jim, and that they had
never harassed anybody. She added that the local
politicians frequently distribute literature there, .
but they had never been attacked by the police.
The last witness was another supporter of
COUSML. He pointed out that the inci<;lent clearly
illustrated the role of the police. He said that
they are part of the armed wing of the bourgeois
state. Their function is to suppress revolutionary
struggles of the masses and, particularly in this
case, to suppress the distrIbution of revolutionary literature.
The progressive people present were outraged
at the verdict of guilty and at the sentences given, which were higher than are custo~ary in
the area for the same charges. Once the workers
at Phillip Morris plant heard aboat the cas.e,
they too expressed their anger. An article reporting Comrade Jim's trial appeared in the
Louisville Courier Journal rIg!lt next to an article reporting that charges against a member
of the anti-businJ movem·, mt, who had shot a
policeman with a slingshot and had put out his
eye, had been dropped on the excuse that the government "would not be able" to. get a prosecution.
Workers pOinted out the contrast between the
encouragement given by the state to the fascist,
and the severe sentence given to Comrade Jim,
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busing movement, and these attacks in general,
take place. They are an attempt to divide the
working class, split it along racial lines, impose fascism, and above all insure the working
class is not united in its resistance.
So the attackers and the resisters are not
simply some crazy people. The attackers serve
'monopoly capitalism while the resistance serves
the people.
The final point is that we have noticed that the
anti -busing movement -- side by side with
raciSt attacks, spreads their ideas, to justify
themselves, confuse people, and to make racism
appear acceptable.
This meeting is a good example of how the resistance movement is also using dual tactics.
Side by side with its resistanc~, · this meeting is
a good opportunity to promote our ideas, and to
clarify the nature of the situation,' why the
source of these problems is the government and
not the people.
_
So in words the government says one thing -in deeds, through its full support for the antibusing movement, it does the opposite. While it
says it is against racism, it shows the opposite.
The clearest example is the activity of its own
police.
End.

TO RACIST ATTACKS
they openly oppose busing~ which in Jefferson
County is the only way to achieve school desegregation. While the government says it can do
nothing to stop the attacks and arrest the thugs,
its own police engage in wanton shooting against
the Black community. While the goverrunent tells
the people to "obey the law", its own judges assist the school boycotters in breaking the law.
This shows that to end racial discrimination and
violent attacks by the anti-busing movement and
the government, the people have to rely on their
own efforts--their own organized struggle.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED:
1. We resolutely oppose racial discrimination
and racist attaoks by the aI1?-husiDg movement
and the government.
2. ' We ·demand that the government stop racial
discrimination, intimidation, and violent attacks by both itself and the anti-busing movement.
3. We fully support active resistance to racial
discrimination, intimidation, and racist attacks.
and expressed great anger towards the government.
Comrade Jim's stand of active resistance to
the attacks of the fascist anti-busing movement
and the fascist police and his militant stand of
upholding principle in the court, are just what is
needed to advance the revolutionary struggles of
the masses. While the revi sionists promote
capitulation to the bourgeois state and whine
about how Hterrible" repressi.on is, MarxistLeninists like Comrade Jim firmly stand up and
fight for the cause of the proletariat.
End.
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GROWING FASCISM
CQt1tinued from page 1
the U. S. imgerialists, must first attack the
American people and impose full-blown fascism
here.
To do this, the monopoly capitalists are carrying out an all-round program of fascization of
U. S. society •• It has these characteristics:
1. GrQwth of the armed, repressive state machine (government) of the capitalists;
2. Increased violent terrorist attacks by the
state on the masses;
3. Creation by the government of fascist mass
movements to incite one section of the people to
attack another;
4. Destruction of the livelihood of the workers
and oppressed people through "the most vicious
exploitation and plunder;
5. Preparations for aggressive, imperialist
war to re-divide the world and plunder other
peoples; and
6. Development of a racist, national chauvinist
and degenerate culture to sap the fighting will of
the people.
Let us look at these points one by one.
GROWTH OF THE REPRESSIVE CAPITALIST
STATE MACHINE
The capitalists proclaim that the U. S. is a
glorious example of "government of the people,
by the people and for the people". But this is a
smokescreen to hide the build-up of the armed
state machine, to hide the strengthening of the
bourgeois dictatorship and the growth of fascism.
The state machine is the special; armed force
which the capitalists wield to maintain their rule
over the masses at home and abroad. It consists
mainly of the military and police (including the
FBI and CIA), together with courts, jails and a
huge bureaucracy. Elected officials are merely
servants of the capitalists; Congress is merely
a talk shop. All important issues are settled by
the capitalists behind the scenes and are' carried
' out by their military-police apparatus or bureaucracy. Lenin correctly descrihEld the American
government as "NOTHING BUT A MACHINE
USED BY THE CAPITALISTS TO SUPPRESS
THE WORKERS". (,'The state")
For this purpose, the U. S. state has been
turned into a huge apparatus. In the 60' s, at
home the Black people, the youth and students
and the workers rose up In mighty struggles,
while abroad the Indo-Chinese people served the
U. S. imperialists an ignominious defeat. To
suppress these struggles, the bourgeoisie vastly
strengthened its military and police state apparatus. A relative lull set in in the mass movements
after 1970, but the growth of the state machine
continues to date. Nevertheless, today the workers' movement, the Afro-American struggle
and the youth and student movement are breaking
out anew, in spite of the gigantic state.
The growth of the state machine can be appreciated by noting that since 1938, the police
budgets of the 25 largest U. S. cities, the focus
of the class struggle, have multiplied about four
times (allowing for inflation) although the population has not grown as fast. The overall military
-budget for the U. S.in 1975 was half again as .
eJq)ensive per person as the military budget of
nazi Germany in 1938 (allowing for inflation).
Political spying and "covert" actions against
the people are also large- scale.
The bureaucracy, too, has grown gigantically.
One out of six workers is employed by federal,
state or local ·government. It also weighs heavily
down on the masses. Divorced from the people,
operating by arbitrary rules and regulations
and swamping the people in red tape, it is recognized as their enemy by the masses. This
military-bureaucratic machine chokes every
pore of society, sucking the people's blood in
taxes and fines of every sort anft subjecting them
to the military discipline of "law and order" •
As the state has grown, its repressive nature
has become more clear to the masses. The
struggle for the growing spoils of office between

the capjtalist political parties has heated up,
with assassinations, scandals, pardons of "benefactors" an every-day event. The bourgeois
elections are more op~nly a patent fraud; the
votes are bought by the billionaires through advertising, etc., and the results are kicked
aside whenever the capitalists please. Accordingly, the masses are recognizing that Ameri- .
can "democracy" is a fascist fraud. Less than
half the registered voters are expected to vote
in the presidential election this year.
The growing repressive capitalist state in the
U. S. is a crucial part of fascization, and no
amount of deceptive propaganda can hide this
fact.
INCREASED TERRORIST ATTACKS OF THE
STA TE AGAINST THE WORKING MASSES

work-places in connection with strikes the violent attacks continued and at times were very
acute. The Detroit police STRESS squad murdered 22 people nearly all of them Black between
1971 and 1973; in San Francisco the state machine carried out the racist police-state "Zebra"
campaign against the Black community in 1974.
The state continues to slander immigrant workers as "illegal aliens" and continues to round
them up and deport them for the "crime" of enriching the capitalists by slaying at the lowestpaying jobs. The capitalists are promoting gun
control and "crime suppression" to disarm the
masses and beef up the police.
"Covert" actions against the revolutionary
move~ent also continued. For example, the
CIA's OPERATION CHAOS attempted to infiltrate and split the Marxist-Lenwst movement
with paid agents so as to prevent it from b'J.ilding the revolutionary party of the proletariat,
whicb alone could lead the working masses to
victory in revolution.
As the state has grown, so have its violent
attacks against the broad masses. This too cannot be hidden by bicentennial propaganda.

The monopoly capitalists built up their state
to violently suppress the working masses. With
its rapid growth, the capitalist state has abandoned all but the flimsiest mask of "democracy"
and has stepped up its violent attacks on the
masses to a fever pitch, reflecting the capitalists' fear of the masses' struggles.
The terrorist attacks of the state reached a
GOVERNMENT-ORGANIZED FASCIST MASS
new peak in the 1960's and early 70's. WellMOVEMENTS
TO ATTACK SECTIONS OF
known are the slaughters of countless AfroTHE
PEOPLE
American fighters in the great rebellions, of
the members of the Black Panther Party (assasResistance by the masses to open state terrorsinated by the FBI's COINTELPRO program,
ist attacks became very powerful, especially ill
which incited Black gangs and cultural nati6nalthe Black rebellions and after the murder of the
ists to kill Black militants) and the assassinaKent and Jackson State students. So the capitalist
tions of Black leaders Martin Luther King, Malgovernment employed another tactic in developcolm X and George Jackson. Even the struggle
ing fascism. It attempted to organize fascist
of the Afro-Americans for the most limited
movements to incite one section of the people to
democratic rights, such as the integration of
attack another ahd thereby do the repressive
lunch counters and schools, was met with faswork of the .s tate.
cist violence. The youth and students were also
One example was the so-called "hard-luj.r'
attacked and massacred.
movement organized by the government through
The bourgeoisie carried out these attacks
then Vice-President Agnew, Peter Brennan of
using the police, National Guard and even the
the building trades union leadership and other
regular Army (not to mention the FBI and CIA).
labor lieutenants of monopoly capital in 197 O.
Modern weapons were employed against .the
Its aim~wa.s to mobilize constraetion workeril
masses. These attacks provoked the utmost in-on a national chauvinist basis to support the
dignation on the part of the masses, who fought
U. S. imperialist aggression in Indo-China and
back against them tit-fur-tat and severely pun·violentlyattack the progressive movement. It
ished the bourgeoisie. '
carried out a brutal attack on an anti-war deThe terrorist state attacks reached a peak
monstration in New York. But the "hard-hat"
jUst' after the U. S. imperialists invaded Cammovement collapsed soon after the comrades
bodia. in 1970. The revolutionary masses in the
and supporters of the American CommUnist
U. S. rose up in fury against this aggression,
Workers Movement (lItIarxist-Leninist), a preand the panicked U. S. imperialists gunned down
decessor of the COUSML, together with the
white and Black students. On May 20, 1970,
broad masses, counter-attacked and smashed
Chairman Mao Tsetung, leader of the commuit in Cleveland.
nists and people of the world, issued a solemn
The most wide-scale and successfulettempt
statement declaring: "WHILE MASSACRING
by the government in recent years to build
THE PEOPLE IN'OTHER COUNTRIES, U. S.
such a movement is the fascist anti-busing
IMPERIALISM IS SLAUGHTERING THE WroTE
movement, which first broke out in Pontiac,
AND BLACK PEOPLE IN ITS OWN COUNTRY.
Michigan, and has been centered in Boston
NIXON'S FASCIST ATROCITIES HAVE KINDLED
and Louisville. This movement has been openly
THE RAGING FLAMES OF THE REVOLUTIONorganized and protected by government officials
ARY MASS MOVEMENT IN THE UNITED
and police in local areas with the public bles- ,.
STATES. i THE CHINESE PEOPLE FIRMLY
sing of Presidents Nixon and Ford. It has also
SUPPORT THE REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
been organized by the "liberal" bourgeois poliOF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. I AM CONticians and judges who claim to support "civil
VINCED THAT THE AMERICAN PEOPLE WHO
rights" for Black people. Their sabotage of the
ARE FIGHTING VALIANTI1Y WILL ULTIMATEdemocratic reform of school integration has
LY WIN VICTORY AND THAT THE FASCIST
aided the open organizers of the fascist moveRULE IN THE UNITED STATES WILL INEVIment, while their pleas for "peaceful desegreTABLY BE DEFE1\ TED." ("P~ple of the World, • gation" and "obedience to the law" have dis- .
Unite and Defeat the U. S. Aggressors and all
armed the progressive people in the face of
their Running Dogs") Chairman Mao's statement
racist attacks. Thus the fascist anti-busing
lifted the spirits of the revolutionary people and
movement is backed and organized by the entire
encouraged them to intensify their struggle.
m?nopoly capitalist class and its state machine.
Today, in their bicentennial propaganda, the
This movement attempts to incite white
U. S. imperialists are singing the praises of
workers to violently attack tire Black people in
bourgeOis "democracy" in the U. S. Yet the siorder to deprive them of the democratic right to
tuation described by Chairman ¥ao did not
attend integrated public schools. It aims at
change with the removal of Nixon and with a
more deeply splitting the working class and
few CORgressional investigations. When the
using a section of white workers as hangmen to
mass movements droPped to a lower level arter
drive the Black people back to the worst Jim
1970, the necessity for the largest-scale terCrow segregation. Thus this fascist movement
rorist attacks lessened. Nevertheless, against
is not only an attack on the Black peoplfi;l but is
the Black people and other oppressed nationalalso an attack on the entire working class, an
ities, against the Native people, in the poorer
attack on its unity again;3t its mortal enemy,
white working-class communities and at the
the monopoly capitalist class. But this move-
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ment, too, is meeting with growing resi~ce
from Marxist-Leninists and the broad masses
in Louisville, Boston and elsewhere and is
rapidly going on the skids.
'
INTENSIFIED A TTACKS ON THE LIVELIHOOD
OF THE WORKERS AND OPPRESSED PEOPLE

contracts this year. These demands are not
"moderate" because the workers want them to
be, but only because the labor lieutenants who
formulated them are collaborating with the capitalists and their state to enforce speed-up and
other methods of increasing eJq>loitation. For
e:xample, though the national Teamsters' strike
was a heroic effort by the workers, union bosses
criminally teamed up with the government and
employers to undermine it and enforce a wagecut contract.
The most "liberal" and social-democratic of
the labor lieutenants -- the UAW leaders headed
by Woodcock -- are promoting a special fascist
scheme to do the same.' It is called "National
Economic Planning" and has been incorporated
into the Humphrey- Hawkins Bill and the Democratic Party platform. It claims to drastically
cut unemployment and eliminate crises. But actually this scheme will bring the unions under
~~ter control of the capitalist state by
having the unions, the government and the capitalists jointly "plan" production. &lch "pla.nnlng"
of production can only mean more collaboration
of the union bosses with Capital to plan speedup and wage-cuts for the workers in the name of
"productivitylf. This "liberal", social-democratic scheme is a step on the road of the direct incorporation of the trade unions into the capitalist
state which took place in fascist Italy under M;ussolini and led to extreme eJq>loitation of the
workers.
In addition to intensified eJq>loitation, the
masses are facing wide-scale cutbacks on es:sential services and intensified plunder of their
incomes on every front.
The fascist program of the U.S. bourgeoisie
seeks to increase the eJq>loitation of the workers
beyond the bounds of endurance, to attack their
livelihood in every way, in order to shift the entire burden of the crisis onto their backs. But
in doing so the capitalists will arouse such resistance from the workers as will drive Capital
itself to its grave.

The capitalist bicentennial propaganda claims
that American workers have a "high" standard
of living and that a "recovery" from the economic crisis is underway. But these, too, are nothing but lies to hide the vicious eJq>loitation of
the workers and especially the increase of exploitation as the capitalists shift the burden of
the economic crisis onto the workers.
In fact, only a handful of workers in the 'labor
aristocracy make high real wages. The masses
of American workers are being steadily impoverished, when their wages are measured by
what they can and must buy. Inflation, taxes,
job insecurity, debt, soaring utility prices, the
necessity to buy one or two cheaply-built, expensive cars every three or four years and to
spend 20 years paying twice over for a cheaplybuilt, highly-eJq>ensive house, plus being forced
to work so hard that you are wom out after 25
years -- these facts of the workers' life expose
the so-called "high" American standard of living
as a vicious hoax.
According to the U. S. Department of Labor,
the yearly wages of more than half the American
wor.kers are $1000 or more below the amount '
offiCially deemed necessary t;have a "lower"
standard of living, In 1975 a Iflower" standard
for a family of four required $9,800. But the
average worker in 1975 eamed $8,843 per
year (if he worked all year)--$1000Iess thari the
"lower" standard. &lch low wages require ~t
increasingly both husband and wife must work
to make ends meet.
FUrthermore, the present economic crisis is
the worst since the Great Depression. The monopoly capitalists are stepping up their eJq>loitation of the workers to an unbearable level, in
order to ehift the entire burden of the crisis onINTENSlVE WAR PREPARA'l'IONS AND
to them. Although unemployment is officially
AGGRESSIVE WAR ITSELF
7.3% (in reality closer to 10%), the capitalists
claim an economic "recoverylf is underway. The
The bourgeoisie's bicentennial propaganda is
only thing "recovering" is the capitalists' profits,
also stressing the so-called "unique" "destiny"
which are rising. The reason for this is clear.
of the U. S. which supposedly requires it to reIn the second and third quarters of 1975, the
main the "number one" power in the world. The
American workers' productivity (output of goods
cry has gone up from bourgeOis of every stripe
and services per man-hour) rose at an annual
that the U. S. is "lagging behind' Russia in war
rate of 8% and 9.4% respectively, the fastest
preparations. A great call has gone out for mirate of increase since World War II. This m~ans
litarization and increasing the arms race. Prethat while the capitalists have laid off or fired
sident Ford has recently called this the doctrine
millions of workers, they have also increased
of "peace through strength".
tremendously the intensity of labor (by speed"Peace through . str~ngth" is a fascist program
,up) of the remaining employed workers, holding
'of war and aggression abroad in pursuit of
over their heads the threat of unemployment.
world domination. It is hardly different from
Thus the capitalists have sucked maximum proHitler's call for "strength through joy" as nazi
fits out ofthe employe9- workers' labor.
Germany made its feverish preparations for
The workers are militantly resisting this inwar. Hitler, too, said he was for "peace". But
creased eJq>loitation, demanding an end to speedboth slog~s openly glorify the" strength" of agup and also higher wages to compensate for the
gressive imperialism in its bid for world su. additional labor they have performed and for inpermacy. This is the basic program of U. S. imflation. A militant strike movement is underway,
perialist foreign policy.
and unorganized workers such as municipal and
U. S. imperiali~ is facing the challenge of
hospital are striving to organize themselves for
its main rival, Soviet social-imperialism, which
struggle against the capitalists. The capitalists,
has become the most dangerous source of war.
through their state, are viciously attempting to
The contention between the superpowers for
smash the struggles of the workers in order to
. world domination is heating up and is leading the
enforce this increased eJq>loitation. In the recent
, world into a new world war. U. S. imperialism
Teamsters' strike the government constantly
also faces the rising of the oppressed nations
threatened to suppress the strike using the Taftand peoples of the Third World. A year ago the
Hartley Act. In Detroit the 'government issued an
U. S. imperialists were ignominiously kicked
injunct~on to prevent the workers from continuout
of Indo-China after more than 12 years ~f
ing the strike and sent police to smash it. This
war had led them to utter defeat at the hands of
way to a certain extent the capitalists are prethe revolutionary masses. The struggles of the
venting the workers from recouping their losses.
masses
at home are also advancing. In such a
The main allies of the bourgeOisie in this fassituation
U. S. imperialism is not about to give
cist program are the top union bureaucrats like
up
its
fascist
program of war preparations, miMeany, Fitzsimmons, Woodcock and Abel, who
litarization
and
actual aggression. Instead, it is
have formed a united front with Capital against
stepping it up and has even dropped its deceptive
the workers and have tied the unIons more firmly
mask of "detente" •
than ever to the capitalist state. The capitalists
The ruling circles are actively preparing .
are chucldi!lg with satisfaction at the Ifmoderate"
public opinion for war and aggression. Extreme
demands of l'IJabor" and the "non-inflationary"
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jingoism is promoted by Reagan in the presidential primaries, enabling Ford to present the
same program in deceptive terms and appear as
a "moderate". The former U. S. ambassador to
the U. N., Moynihan, slandered and threatened
the peoples and governments of the Third World,
indicating that their struggles are drawing blood
from the U. S. eJq>loiters.
Deeds also prove that the U. S. imperialists
are stepping up their war preparations. The
Army has been transformed from a relatively
vulnerable force of draftees into a professional
fascist army. Blacks are being eliminated from
its ranks as "unreliable" in the event of Black
rebellions. The Army is carrying on a hasty testing program for tanks in order to open a massive new production program. The nuclear arms
race continues unabated and has even heated up
since the SALT agreement gave it a virtual goahead.
.
In fact, the U. S. military budget has multiplied about 20 times (allowing for inflation)
since 1938. Compared to the 1938 military budget of Nazi Germany (again allowing for inflation), the 1975 U. S. military budget cost half
again as much per person as did the German
budget -- $84.70 per capita for Germany in
- 1938 and $128 for the U. S. in 1975 ($426.50 in
1975 dollars). Considering that the U. S. population is more than three times as large as
Germany's in 1938 (213 million to 65 million),
the size of the military apparatus of U. S. imperialism can be appreciated.
The U. S. imperialists are even making violent attacks on national minority peoples in the .
U. S. who come from countries that are prime
targets of U. S. aggression. For e:xample, a
wave of killings, assaults and home burnings is
underway against the Palestinians and other
Arabs in Detroit and Dearbom, Michigan. The
Arabs in the U. S. would militantly oppose any
U. S. or Israeli aggression in the Middle East
'where U. S. imperialism has great strategic
"interests", and would alert the American
people to the truth, upsetting the U.s. program
of aggression ~d world domination.
Fascism is the most bestial national chauvinism, the most vicious hatred of other peoples.
It is war itself for the purpose of grabbing
world domination. This is certainly U. S. imperialism's basic program in foreign policy. Its
present aim is to strengthen its war machine and
suppress the people at home in order to prepare
them to fight aggressive wars for the maximum
profits of monopoly capital. But remembering
their great struggle against the U. S. war of aggression in IndO-China, the American people
will never agree to be cannon fodder. If the U. S.
imperialists and the Soviet social-imperialists
go to war against each other, or if the U. S. attacks the oppressed nations, the American people will certainly rise up powerfully against
their principal enemy, the U. S. monopoly capitalist class. Their enemy is at home.
FASCIST CULTURE SOFTENS UP THE PEOPLE
FOR EXPLOITATION AND WAR
To soften up the masses for eJq>loitation, repression and war, the monopoly capitalists have
imposed a racist, national chauvinist and degenerate culture upon the working masses.
The capitalists do propaganda for an "American spirit" which somehow makes the U. S.
"unique" and" superior" to any other country.
This, too, is nothing but warmed-over nazism.
Nazism exalted the so-called "spirit" of the
German people to "prove" that the Germans
were" superior" to other peoples. Its purpose
was to justify aggression and war against other
peoples by the nazi state. The U. S. imperialists
promote their racism and national chauvinism
for the same reason. First, they teach that
America is a "white" country and all "nonwhites" are "inferior". Second, they say the
American "nation" is "superior" and all nonAmerican nationalities are "inferior". This is
Continued on page 22
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GROwiNG FASCISM
Continu.e d from page 21
taught to the youth from the earliest age through
the mass media, the educational system, etc.
Today, with the bicentermial, the U. S. bourgeoisie is on ~e veritable warpath on this question.
S.de by side with the "exalted purity" of the
"American spirit" the bourgeoisie promotes the
lowest, foulest degeneracy. Right from the highest levels of the U. S. government down to the
neighborhood pornography theater, vicious
sexual abuse of women is advertised as the
"American way of life". To undermine the youth
the U. S. imperialists have promoted the degenerate "counter-culture" of drugs, sex and
mysticism for a number of years now. It was
introduced on a massive scale in 1965 as the
struggles against racial discrimination and the
U. S. imperialist war in Viet Nam were gripping the masses. At that time the youth and students were rebelling strongly against the bourgeois values of self-promotion, elitism, racism
etc., and were fighting against the decadent
bourgeois educational system. The "counterculture" was nothing but old wine in a new bottle, aimed at getting the youth to forget class
struggle and take up individual salvation through
pleasure-seeking and anti-people violence. It
attempted to confuse every issue, mystify the
cause of e~loitation and imperialist war and
turn reality into a matter of opinion and interpretation. Today this reactionary "counterculture" is pushed in every working-class community and is aimed especially at undermining
the struggles of the young workers, who are the
key to revolution.
But American working youth and masses are
rebelling against the reactionary culture and are
participating in the claE!s struggle. They will
surely throw the entire cultural arsenal of the
decadent U. S. bourgeoisie into the garbage heap.
FIGHT FASCISM WITH
REVOLUTIONARY STRUGGLE
The aim of the monopoly capitalists' program
of fascization is to preserve capitalist rule and
insure maximum capitalist profits by.shifting the
entire burden of the economic crisis onto the
backs of the workers and oppressed people in the
U. S. and onto the people of the Third World, by
waging an inter-imperialist war with Soviet social-imperialism to re-divide the world between
the two superpowers, by waging wars of aggression against the oppressed nations in such places
as the Middle East, and by smashing the revolutionary movement at home,
The capitalists are driven to carry out this
desperate program by the basic economic law of
monopoly capitalism, which governs all their activities. Stalin summed up this law as follows:
"THE SECURING OF THE MAXIMUM CAPITALIST PROflT THROUGH THE EXPLOITATION,
RUIN AND IMPOVERISHMENT OF THE POPULATION OF THE GIVEN COUNTRY, THROUGH
THE ENSLAVEMENT AND SYSTEMATIC ROBBERY OF THE PEOPLES OF OTHER COUNTRIES, ESPECIALLY BACKWARD COUNTRIES,
AND, LASTLY, THROUGH WARS AND MILITA.RIZATION OF THE NATIONAL ECONOMY,
WillCH ARE UTILIZED FOR THE OBTAINING
OF THE illGHEST PROflTS~" (Economic Problems of Socialism in the U. S. S. R. )
But the workers and oppressed people will
never take these fascist attacks lying down. They
have consistently fought against the fascist program of the U. S. bourgeOisie and today these
struggles are developing vigorously.
In the 1950' s the U. S. imperialists claimed
that the American people were "apathetic" and
"apolitical". The rebellions and struggles of
the '60's and early '70's gave them the shock
of their lives. They went on an orgy of repression and frantically stepped up the fascization
of their instruments of oppression. All this
failed to suppress the masses.

.
Now the workers' movement is firing the
opening salvoes of a new wave of struggles. The
Teamsters' strike, the San Francisco city
workers' strike (which nearly led to a general
strike) and the present rubber workers' strike
are militant struggles by signiRcant sectors of
the U. S. industrial and service proletariat.
They herald a mounting struggle by the workers
against the shifting of the burden of the economic crisis onto the workers' backs. The AfroAmericans are continuing their heroic struggles
as they fight against the government-organized
fascist anti-busing movement in Boston, Louisville and elsewhere. The youth and students
have opened their fire against the shifting of
the crisis in the form of cutbacks and tuition increases in the colleges. A trend of active resistance to fascism is once again emerging as
revolutionary activists and masses fight back
tit-for-tat against the fascist attacks, employing revolutionary violence to oppose counterrevolutionary violence.
All these mass movements are directed at the
rule of the monopoly capitalists. The masses
long to eliminate fascism, capitalist e~loita
tion and imperialist war, to replace the present'
dictatorship of .the bourgeoisie with real, proletarian democracy for the broad masses. This
is only possible through revolution, an antifascist proletarian socialist revolution in which
the working class and other oppressed people
violently smash the -repressive bourgeois state
and replace it with the worlting class organized
as the ruling class, with the dictatorship of the
proletariat. Only with the proletarian dictatorship can the capitalists be suppressed and the
working masses become the masters of society
and eliminate the e~loitation of man by man.
Only through its own dictatorship over the capitalists can the working class have full democracy and proceed toward the elimination of
classes, to communist SOCiety.
This is the program of the Central Organization of U. S. Marxist-Leninists, which is
building a new revolutionary party to bring it
aboat. The COUSML ilolds that faScism can
only be combatted and monopoly capitalist rule
eliminated by means of active, revolutionary
struggle. But the bourgeoiSie and its agents,
the labor lieutenants and a whole host of opportunists, are counseling "moderation" and "reason", "obey the laws" of the bourgeOis state,
"don't disrupt economic 'recovery' " and work
for "peaceful desegregation", etc., etc. They
declare that revolutionary struggle, revolutionary methods of struggle, is "crazy" and
brand revolutionary fighters as "troublemakers". They described the struggle led by the
ACWM(M-L) to smash the fascist "hard-hats"
and the struggle of the Louisville Branch of
COUSML against the fascist anti-busing movement as "crazy". They say it is "crazy" for the
workers to break the bourgeois laws in their
, struggles against capitalist e~loitation. They
say the Afro-Americans are "troublemakers"
to struggle uncompromisingly against the attacks of the fascist anti-busing movement. The
Qourgeoisie and its servants are united behind
the program of stepped-up e~loitation, fascism and imperialist war of the U. S. imperialist state machine and are bent on attacking all
who stand up to fight actively against it.
Yes, Messrs. Bourgeois and your tame
household pets, revolutionary struggle is crazy.
It means breaking the laws of the bourgeoisie,
refusing to go through bourgeois "channels",
rebelling outright against reactionaries, responding tit-for-tat to violent attacks and finally violently overthrowing the capitalists and
their state machine. To your class which is
doomed, of course this is "crazy". But the
workers know that revolutionary struggle is the
only thing which will defeat the fascist program
of the monopoly capitalists, smash up their
armed state machine and overthrow the capitalists altogether.
Revolutionary- struggle is the answer of the
class-conscious workers and other progressive

people to the fascist bicentennial propaganda of
the U. S. monopoly capitalists and is the method to combat their growing fascism.
End.
DETROIT RACIST ATTACKS
Continued from page 1
even arrested the Arabs. But to the shock of the
racists, the Arab community has met these attacks with vigorous resistance. Arabs have begun
to organize to defend themselves and are ready
to gather in numbers at any moment to defend
each other. An Arab store-owner who was shot
in the back in his. own store defended himself and
shot back, wounding two racist thugs, one severely. Other Arabs beat up and stabbed white
racist youths who had provoked and violently attacked them.
Coming just as the Palestinian revolution is
severely threatening the "interests" (profits) of
the U. S. imperialists in the MidcD.e East, this
campaign of racist attacks in Detroit is part of
the U. S. government's attempt to terrorize Arabs
in the U. S. and turn the American people against
them, so as to have a free hand to fight a war of
aggression against the Arab people in the Middle
East.
The fascist elements in the white community
in the Detroit area, the capitalist police, and the
capitalist news media are nmning a vicious slander campaign against. the Arabs. Their aim is to
'justify' the racist attacks, incite ordinary white
workers to attack the Arabs, and to deny the
Arabs the right to resist the attacks. When the
first major attacks broke out, before the news
media reported them, Arabs noticed a sudden increase in racist slanders against them by some
people in the Southwest Detroit area. At that time
the capitalist news media deliberately created
a news black-out, covering up the attacks. But
when the Arabs defended themselves and wounded three white racists, then the capitalists'
media suddenly decided to give the matter headline coverage and now they are distorting the
situation in every possible way to ~r the
Arabs even further. The capitalist news media
is only concerned now that the white racists
are being beaten back. The newspapers want the
rest of the American people to think that the
Arabs are just pulling white people out of cars
at random and beating them up. For example,
in reporting the incident in which Arab workers
beat up two white racist youths on Dix, the
June 7 Free Press reported that Sgt. Parchert
of the Dearborn Police Department said that he
believed the story of the white youths. They
claimed that they were merely sitting peacefully
'a t a red light when the Arabs attacked them.
The police Sgt. refused to believe the many
Arab witnesses who said that the white youths
first provoked the Arabs and then, when the
Arabs threw a few rocks, violently attacked
them with clubs. The Arabs, who were justifiably sensitive after losing two Yemeni brothers
to the racists, retaliated in self-defence. But
the Dearborn government and the Free Press
are announcing that the Arabs attacked the
whites for no reason! This is an attempt to
frame the Arabs for assault while they were
only defending themselves.
It is also an e~osure of the real motives of
the Dearborn city government that only now, after two white racists were beaten, is the Dix
area heavily patrolled by police. To protect
whom? To protect the racist terrorists who
might get unlucky enough to get caught by the
Arab workers. When two Arabs were shot and
killed in cold blood police patrols were not
beefed up to protect the Arabs from attacks.
Just two weeks ago the Dearborn Chief of Police
attendeg the ftmeral of the Arab worker Saleh
Nagi Shahbian and dared to call him "brother
Nagi". What hypocrisy! The Dearborn police,
lackeys of auto capitalist Henry Ford, cannot
hide their nature. They are well-known as
racists to the Black people in Detroit and wellknown as oapitalist lackeys to all workers.
Further, the capitalist news media, as a tool

of the monopoly capitalist government, is attempting to whip up a racist hysteria against
the Arabs. One of the lies they spread is that
these attacks are a result of Arab men "raping"
white Southern women. H&.ven't we seen this
trick before? 'This is the same tactic which has
been used by the KKK and other fascists to lynch
hundreds of Black men. The Detroit Free Press,
the "liberal" }r.fper, which ran this slander,
has been working overtime to inflame racial conflicts. It also quotes extensively some Arabs
saying it is the "white hillbillies" from S. W.
Detroit doing this. 'This word originates not
from the Arab community but from the monopoly
capitalists themselves, who have a pet slander
for every section of the workers, and now the
capitalist pres~ wants to use this name to cause
conflicts between the Arab workers and Southern
white workers. Another lie the capitalist press
propagates is that the killings of the Arabs had to
do with a conflict of white pimps and Arabs over
white prostitutes. Other Arabs will verify that
the two Arab workers who were shot and killed
had no such dealings with prostitutes and pimps.
Both were young Yemeni workers on their way
to work. Both were shot cold-bloodecD.y in a mo st
cowarcD.y manner in the early mOrning hours. And
anyway, how does this so-called fight with pimps
explain the attacks on Arab families and the'
burning down of their homes in S. W. Detroit?!!
The fascists try to isolate these attacks from
each other, blaming them on personal fights.
What a coincidence that all' these so-called "per/ sonal fights" are happening now, and so many of
them right after one another!! No -- these are
not some angry individuals who want to kill Arabs
over women or whatever else the fascists can
think of. Let's look at some of these attacks and
see who some of these fascist terrorists are.
What are they doing? What role have the police
played and why are the Arabs being attacked?
Some of the fascist attackers are well-known
racist and ,a nti -working class elements in S. W.
Detroit. Others are white gang youths mobilized
for tire 0CCaei.aa by racist propaganda. What already existing fascist organizations did the government utilize for this campaign? Or did it org:tttize a new one? Or did the government use
its individual fascist connections? In Dearborn
and Detroit, the racists have come in gangs with
guns to attack businesses and homes, or in a
small group to assassinate Arabs at night, in a
cowardly manner. In most cases the police have
not come when called in for help, but instead,
when they do arrive, they harass the Arabs,
sometimes arrest them, and in most cases let
the racists get away.
In one inCident, for example, on May 23 an
Arab-owned store in S. W. Detroit operated by
two Palestinian brothers was attacked with guns
by known racists in the community who had viciously harassed other non-white national minorities in the past. They also harass and threaten
other workers ~d are widely hated among honest
white workers as well for they are the most antipeople elements in the community. These fascists
had been harassing the Arabs, calling them racist names and trying to provoke them into fights.
The two Palestinian brothers, however, were not
easily provoked~ They enjoyed the support of the
white working people in the community. On some
of these occasions the brothers called the police,
and the racists even threatened to kill the Arabs
in front of the police. So the police were well
aware of the situation. On the day of the shooting
attack, the racists sent in a young girl and a boy
to provoke the Arabs. TIle brothers sensed
trouble when later in the day they found their
tires slashed. They called the police twice (the
4th precinct station is only three blocks away),
but the police did not come',. TIwn three armed
racists entered the store. They hit one Arab
brother in the face and shot the other in the back
and in the foot. The wOlmded brother then got
his g1lll and justifiably defended himself, shooting
back and severely wounding one racist and slightly wounding a second. When the police finally
anived, thcy arrested eight of the Arabs who
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rivals, the Soviet SOCial-imperialists, deshad come to help their l\rab brothers. Included
perately
need control of the Middle East to control
in the arrests were the two brothers themselves
the
strategic
oil resources there and use them to
(the one who was shot in the back in his own
control
Europe
and get world domination. The
store was handcuffed in the hospital for two
zionist
state
of
Israel
is their main instrument in
days) and a man from Pakistan who was a bythis.
U.
S.
Secretary
of
State Kissinger has destander but "looked like" an Arab to the police.
clared
that
defense
of
the
fascistr' racist state of
None of the racists were arrested at the time.
Israel
is
the
"bottom
line"
of U. S. imperialist
In jail the Arabs were subjected to threats and
foreign
policy.
But
the
Palestinian
and other Arab
provocations by the police. The federal immipeople
are
valiantly
fighting
with
arms
to liberate
gration authorities were called in immediately
their
lands
from
zionist
and
superpower
control.
as an intimidation tactic. The police lieutenant
'This
has
thrown
the
U.
S.
imperialists,
as
well
in charge even said that they were going to make
a,s
the
Soviet
social-imperialists,
into
a
frenzy.
sure the Arab store closed down. The Arabs
The civil war in Lebanon, which the superpowers
were only released after spending the night in
instigated
in hopes of stamping out the Palestinian
jail. The lie the fascists are now spreading in
resistance, instead has aroused the Palestinian
the area of the store is that one of the brothers
and Lebanese people to new fighting strength, as
supposedly slapped· a pregnant girl, presumably
proven by their ability to resist the superpowerthe daughter of the leader of the racists and the
backed Syrian invasion. The present deep econoone that came in earlier to provoke a fight. What
mic crisis of the capitalist world is driving the
fascist logic! Even if an Arab man had slapped
superpowers closer to war, and the U. S. monoa white woman, would this give her father or
poly capitalists are attacking the livelihood of
anyone the right to shoot Arabs, and in the back
the American workers, shifting the burden of
too? I! This is the same logic that the racist
the crisis onto them. The last thing the U. S. imand fascist Andrew Chinarian, a Detroit barperialists want is a militant, unconquerable mass
owner, used when he shot and killed the young
of Arab workers in Detroit, right in their auto
Black worker Obie Wynn in the back (last sumplants and industrial heartland, standing up
mer on Livernois) for, as he Claimed, "stealing
against a U. S. aggressive war and for resistance
a car". The government merely slapped Chinato war and the economic crisis.
rian's hand and set him free to kill Black men
Thus the aim of this government-sponsored
again. But investigation always shows that the
campaign of racist attacks and slanders against
fascists make up these out~geou~:l.iies in order
the Arabs of Detroit and Dearborn is:
to justify killing a Black youth or an Arab man.
1. To attempt to terrorize the Palestinian
Obie Wynn was not stealing a car. Nor, in this
and
other Arab people so as to silen~e opposicase, did an Arab slap a pregnant woman. Intion from them to U. S. imperialism's war acstead, the Arab brothers were viciously harastivities in the Middle East, and
sed, then shot in the back and only then did they
2. To incite the American workers against
retaliate with guns.
the Arab workers so as to divide the U. S.
In another case, several days later in the same
working class in the face of the economic criarea~ an Arab home was attacked. The home
sis, hide the truth of U. S. imperialism's agwas one block from the Arab store and just down
gression abroad, and prepare the American
the street from the police station. The racists
'Norkers to be cannon fodder in a war to preattempted to- break in and kill an Arab worker
serve the fabulous oil profits of the monopoly
inside. The police were called during the attack,
capi tali sts.
and when they finally arrived, they deliberately
Lest anyone believe .that. the U. S. govern=gave the raei~ . . . . tiJae to get away while
ment
is not capable of unleashing a full-scale
they questioned the Arab worker. (The Arab
wave
of assassinations and assaults while
told the police that the attackers were still in
making
it appear that they were only caused by
his backyard!) The next night the home was
"angry
individuals",
they should remember
burned down even though the police promised to
that recently even the government itself,
watch the house.
through the Church Committee of the Senate,
Another Arab family whose home was burned
has admitted that the FBI organized Black
had called the police (from the same 4th pregangs and cultural nationalist organizations to
cinct) during an attack on their family (including
assassinate members of the Black Panthers
women). The police arrived irritated that they
when the revolutionary movement of the Black
were called for such a "small matter"!! A
people was at a peak in the 1960's. It is also
group of raci3ts had gathered outside the home,
well-known that t.~e governm,ent organized the
and one racist told the police: "If these people
assassinations of Black leaders Malcolm X
stay in this house tonight we're going to bomb
and Martin Luther King. Arabs are well aware
it". The police did nothing and about a week
of intense FBI activity in the Dix area. Only
later, the house was set on fire.
the government, through the FBI, the police,
It is quite cJear what the role of the police
and
their fascist connections, could organize
is -- to give protection to the racists and to dissuch
a sudden and widespread campaign of atarm and arrest the Arabs. All along it has been
tacks
as the Arabs are facing today.
general policy for the police to stop Arabs and
But
the heroic Arab people, who have faced
search them. If· knives are found, they are conthe
heaviest
odds in their struggle ill the IVlidfiscated, 'a nd the Arabs spend one month or more
dle
East,
can
never be intimidated. They will
in jail. In the present campaign of attacks, the
resist
the,
racist
attackers and defeat them by
racist, anti-people nature of the police is even
any
means
necessary.
Nor will the American
more clear. There can be no illusions -about what
workers
and
oppressed
people be deceived by
the police are for. They are part of the armed
the
rich
war-mongers.
Just as by ~he millions
state machine of the rich, of the monopoly capithey
resisted
the
U.
S.
aggressive
war against
tali-sts. Their job is suppression of the workers
Vietnam,
the
Anlerican
people
will
rise up
and national minorities such as Arabs. They are
even more strongly to oppose any U. S. war of
no friends of the Arab people.
aggression in the MidcD.e East and will fight
\-Vhy are the Arabs being attacked at this time?
against all capitalist attacks here at home.
The police and the fascist gangs do not act alone;
They will never tolerate their Arab brothers
they are tools of the monopoly capitalists who
being ~laughtered on the streets of Detroit.
are out to get the Arab people. Why is thi~? Be\v'orkers and oppressed people:
cause the U. S. monopoly capitalists are feverOppose the Government-Organized Racist Attacks
ishly preparing for a war of aggression in the
Agn.inst the Arab People in Detroit !
Middle East, and the Arab people in the U. S.
Support the Right of Arabs to Defend Themselves
stand in the way of their preparations. If the U. S.
by Any Means Necessary !
imperialists were to invade the Middle East,
Unite To Defend the Arab People !
ihe Arab people in the U. S. would surely lise up
Oppose the Prepai'ations of the U. S. Imperialmilitantly to oppose it and would infornl the
ists for a War of Aggression in the Middle
American people of the truth of the situation so
East, a War in which American Workers
that they too would oppose it.
Would
be Forced to be Cannon Fodder for the
The U. S. imperialists, like their superpower
Profits of Capital !

-'-
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UNITA'SPEECH
And the attainment of independence would thereContinued from page 28
fore mean the taking over - - and not the smashculture. They became resented, unwanted and
ing -- of these decadent colonial systems; it
resisted. Thus the so-called Wars of Occupation
would bring a chance to revenge rather than to
began and lasted more than two decades, or unchange for a better life.
til 1913 when the last tribe surrendered to the
. It was therefore necessary, in the course of
invaders' military superiority.
the armed struggle, to raise the national conPortugal's colonialism iii. Angola, therefore, '
sciousness to perceive to a greater depth the
historically started in 1492. Officially, perhaps
causes and nature of social misery as perpetracolonialism started only after the 1882 Berlin
ted by colonialism. It was a fundamental duty of
Conference in which the European powers parthe leaders and cadres to analyze thoroughly the
titioned Africa among themselves, arid Portugal
various contradictions involved, e:xplaining them
was then allowed to carve out her oversize
to the masses and formulating the guiding princhunks of Angola, Mozambique, Guinea-Bissau
ciples and objectives for the national struggle. and the islands of Sao Tome and Principe and
It meant to carry out a systematic, progressive
Cape Verde. But colonialism was effectively
revolutionary struggle which could not necesimposed and consolidated only in the early 1900's
sarily end on the day of the defeat of colOnialism,
in the aftermath of Portugal's victory in the
but would have to continue until total individual
(lVars of Occupation.
and sociological transformation is achieved for
Colonialism was, therefore, a virtual mililasting peace and freedom. This is the way
tary occupation, later on crystallized in all
UNITA understood the meaning and necessity of
forms of politico-socio-economic abuses by
a progressive revolutionary struggle.
Portugal.
I will elaborate this by going into point 4.
The second point is the emergence of nationwhich I call: meeting Angola's specific condiali sm. In retrospect, until the Berlin Confertions in order to carry out successfully, objecence of the Partition of Africa, Angola did not
tively, Angola's revolution. When UNITA held
exist as such. There were, instead, relatively
its first Congress in March 1966, the general
vast sovereign ldngdoms, some of which were
situation was analyzed as follows:
allied with one another by tradition or treaty.
1. Angola has its specific conditions which
In fighting the Wars of Occupation, each ldnginclude: a) a society numerically predominated
dom fought separately, though often military
by the classes of peasants and workers who are
alliances of neighbOring kingdoms were formed.
Black and make up 85% of the population, but
It is also true that the indigenous peoples
politically and economically by the class of the
fought simply to preserve the territorial integwhites and mullatoes who make up 12% of the
rity of their ldngdoms as well as their material
population, plus a small class of Black bourwealth and cultural values. They fought to maingeois and intellectuals comprising less than 1%
tain the status quo. It was a war of resistance
of the population;
- to the invader or to change. It was not an Angolb) complete lack of manufacturing inan national liberation struggle. Not yet.
dustry in the countrySide, and the predominance
Soon, how~er, Angola emerged as a Nation,
of a primitive style agrarian economy;
by a natural evolution of various politico-socioc) the high illiteracy leyel of 90% and
historical facts which included: (a) the geperal
an overwhelmingly illiterate peasantry;
cultural identity of the people; (b) the unification
d) the atrocious, oppressive rule of a
of the people by the common predicaments under
foreign minority;
colonial rule;, (c) the acceptance of the territorial
e) the ethnic di~ersity (which has allines demarcated by the colonialists; (d) the acready Qeen extensively e:xploited by the enemy
ceptance of the Portuguese language and assimito divide and weaken the people);
lation of certain Portuguese cultural values;
f) the significance of the Catholic and
(e) the birth and spread of Pan-Africanism emProtestant backgrounds of most intellectuals;
phasizing the cultural, historical and social cineg) the existence of two other antagonisness of the AfricantPeoples as well as their comtic national liberation movements already opmon destiny; and (f) the triggering into action of
erating in the country;
the already ripe people's desire to rid themh) the presence of a formidable vast
seives of colonial oppression and live as a free
network of the colonial secret service (PIDE)
independent nation.
infiltrating and undermining the morale of
The third pOint is the national liberation and
every social echelon, village or group;
the progressive revolutionary struggle in Angola.
i) the geopolitics of the region, i. e. ,
Since 1961 when the armed struggle against cothe significance of having neighhoring indepenlonialism started, FNLA, MPLA and UNITA
dent African countries across the border;
emerged and stepped forward to organize and lead
j) a fairly favorable terrain for guerthe people in their struggle for independence.
rilla warfare in rural areas.
These are nationalist organizations of patriotic
2. The enemy are very powerful -- the Porpeople committed primarily to defeating colonituguese are not alone: they are backed by the
alism an~ achieving independence.
powerful NATO as well as by the white minorIn fact, in the beginning of this national liberaity governments of South Africa and Rhodesia.
tion struggle, it appeared, -at least for the generThe enemy are united and powerful; we should
al public, irrelevant for the general public to
therefore strive to train and unite our people
ponder whether a capitalist or socialist state
as fundamental to our strength in a war which
should be born on the date of the proclamation of
may last a long, long time.
independence. The enemy was the colonialist. We
3. The struggle must be carried out by the
should understand that the psYchology of the oppeople and with the people, and completely from
pressed, when it is not illuminated by Marx"
within the country. We must therefore resolve
scientific approach of class struggle, reveals that e:xpeditiously: the hard problems of illiteracy,
in general the oppressed will internalize the ophealth and hygiene by setting up clinics and
pressor; in oth~r words, the oppressed people
schools; cultivate the land to enSure adequate
will yearn and wish to be like his oppressor:
food supplies; organize the people's militia for
powerful, bossY, unchallengeable, rich, leisurevillage self-defence; intensify political educaly, with plenty of people around for him to brution to enlighten the masses on our national obtalize~ dehumanize and emasculate at will; to
jectives, goals and methods of struggle; instithe oppressed, these hallUCinatory splendors '
tutionalize criticism and self-criticism to make
which the oppressor obtains through a totally uneveryone feel responsible for the collective
just politico-economic system may yet gymbolize
welfare. We should not cOuht on outside help.
what" good life" should look like. To the unen4. We must lead the people into a number of
lightened oppressed, therefore, the illusory
military victories without much delay; this will
good life the oppressor enjoyed from his rotten
bolster their confidence in themselves and make
politico-economic philosophy and institutions
them believe that with courage, determination
was something to be envied, and not despised;
and a few weapons they can prove that the mighty
something ,to strive for, and not to repudiate.
colOnial armed forces are indeed "paper tiger"~

5. It is understood that peace and progress in
a free Angolit will not be achieved by building
upon a colonial-style man-by-man e:xploitation
system. There would be a government that could
plan scientifically the national socio-economic
development, training and organizing the people
to produce effectively, collectively and abundantly. A just government will have to allow and motivate every citizen to produce at his ability and
capacity, while providihg every citizen \vith the
essentials for his comfort, happiness and collective social decency. The most oppressed and
most e:xploited classes -- the peasants and workers -- ought to rise and become the dominant
political force in a collective leadership fashion.
. Education would have .to cease being a privilege
of a few and become the right of every citizen.
6. The Party must strengthen itself sYstematically and determinedly, lest we perish before
the basis of socialism is created. Every state
being a weapon of class struggle -- a machine
by means of which one class imposes itself upon
other classes -- let the state of independent Angola become a weapon of the hitherto oppressed
and e:xploited peasants and workers who must
seek not revenge but the power to transform man
and the society for justice, equality, and prosperity.
In formulating UNITA's principles, policies
and programs, the founding members were
guided by the e:xperience and revolutionary
theories brilliantly espoused by contemporary
thinkers and fighters like Mao Tsetung, Ho Chi
:M.inh, Che Guevara and others. Due to Angola's
speCific conditions, naturally any policy or program had to be almost an entirely new creation
to be tried and tested by practice in Angola.
The fifth point is .what I call false ideological
cloaks. FNLA, MPLA, and UNITA had different
understanding and clarity on Angola's internal
and external contradictions, class character,
class historical role, class basis as well as
methods of struggle. Accordingly, the three
liberation movements developed different revolutionary postures.
It is immaterial to ask which of the three appears to benefit most from the application of
the principles of Marxism-Leninism, for we always sought unity and reconciliation, hoping the
people to make the ultimate judgement.
Unfortunately, this is a world ridden of political deception and demagoguery. Krushchov
,used to extoll the achievements of U. S. capitalism by calling it "the Communism of the American ways of life". Such "communism" or" socialism" is false, and it is simply another name
of capitalism. It is a sldllful bourgeois way of
advertising to the socialist and communist audiences. In ridiculing such revisionist utterances of Marxism to cover up a reactionary motive, Lenin said: "Wherever Marxism is popular
among the,workers and peasants, a bourgeois
labor party \\-ill swear by the name of Marx. It
cannot be prohibited, just as a trading firm cannot be prohibited from adopting any particular
label for its advertising purposes ••• "
But all oppressed peoples of the world can
readily grasp the simple but profound scientific
teachings of Marx, Lenin and Chairman Mao.
Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought can
rapi<u'y become popular among the oppressed.
And like emperor Constantine who artfully
adopted the Cross as his gymbol in order to
enable himself to manage the widespreading
Christian masses, so has it become fashionable
nowadays to hear so many bourgeois and fascist politicians quoting profusely Marx and
Lenin to confuse, mislead and sUbdue the struggling masses, or to win support from progressive countries.
However, once in power, these bourgeOis
elites, disguised as MarXists, can certainly retain or restore their class privileges in detriment to the peasants and workers.
This has been Angola's e:xperience with MPLA.
Todav there are repressions of all kinds in
Angola by the installed, widely-recognized government in Luanda. No freedom is allowed for

